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AIBI'RACT 

Bulk n·lnSb 11 lnveatt&ated at a heterodyne detector for the aubmllllmeter 

wavelenath realon. Two modes or operation are lnvesll£aled: (l) the Rollin or 

bot electron bolometer mode (zero ma,nelic fteld), and (2) the Pulley mode 

(quantizlna meanellc fteld) . The hJ.ihli&ht of the thesis work 11 the ploneertna 

demonstration or the Pulley mode mixer at several frequencies . For example, a 

double-sideband system noise temperature of about 51 OK was obtained USifli a 

812 GHz methanol laser for the local oscillator. This performance ls at least a 

factor or 10 more sensitive than any other performance reported to date at the 

same frequency . In addition. the Pulley mode mixer achieved system noise tem

peratures of 250K at 492 GHz and 350K at 625 GHz. The 492 GHz performance is 

about 50% better and the 625 GHz is about 100% better than previous best per

formances established by the Rollin-mode mixer. To achieve these results , it 

was necessary to design a totally new ultra-low noise, room-temperature preamp 

to handle the higher source impedance imposed by the Pulley mode operation. 

This preamp has considerably less input capacitance than comparably noisy, 

ambient designs. 

In addition to advanci.rli receiver technology, this thesis also presents 

several novel results regarding the physics of n-lnSb at low temperatures. A 

Fourier transform spectrometer was constructed and used to measure the sub

millimeter wave absorption coet!icient of relatively pure material at liquid 

helium temperatures and in zero magnetic field . Below 4.2K, the absorption 

coetflcient was found to decrease with frequency much faster than predicted by 

Drudian theory. Much better agreement with experiment was obtained using a 

quantum theory based on inverse-Bremmstrahlung in a solid. Also the noise of 

the Rollin-mode detector at 4.2K was accurately measured and compared with 

theory. The power spectrum is found to be well tlt by a recent theory of non-
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•qwllbrlwn nol11 due lo Yather. Surprl•ln&ly, when bla11d lor optimum detec· 

t.or performance, hlah·purlty JnSb cooled to llquJd helium temperature• aec· 

•ralea len noise than that predicted by 1lmple con·equlltbrtum Johnlon nolu 

theory alone . 'IbJ1 exple.lna In partlhe excellent performance of the Rollin-mode 

detector 1n the millimeter wavelellith reelon. 

Again using lhe Fourier lranstorm 1pectrometer, 1pectra are obtained ot 

the responsivity and direct detection NEP as a function of ma&netic Oeld in the 

range 20-110 cm-1. The results show a discernable peak 1n the detector 

response at the conduction electron cyclotron resonance frequency tor mag

netic fields as low as 3 KG at bath temperatures ot 2.0K. The spectra also 

display the well-known peak due to the cyclotron resonance of electrons bound 

to impurity slates The magnitude of responsivity at both peaks is roughly con

slant with magnet1c field and is comparable to the low frequency Rollin-mode 

response . The NEP at the peaks is found to be much better than previous values 

at the same frequency and comparable to the best long wavelength results pre

viously reported. For example, a value NEP=4.5x10- 1~ /Hz* is measured at 

4 .2K. 6 KG and 40 cm- 1. Study of the responsivity under condillons of impact 

ionization showed a dramatic disappearance of the impurity electron resonance 

while the conduction electron resonance remained constant. This observation 

offers the first concrete evidence that the mobility of an electron in the N=O and 

N= 1 Landau levels is di.trerent. Fi.nally, these direct detection experiments 

indicate that the excellent heterodyne performance achieved at 812 GHz should 

be attainable up to frequencies of at least 1200 GHz. 
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1. Introduction 

1.0 Thesis Motivation and Organization 

The subrnillimeter wavelength region (A-200-1000 J,Lm) remains one of the 

last technological frontiers of the electromagnetic spectrum. It has long been 

plagued by a serious shortage of good detectors and radiat~on sources. During 

t he past decade or so. the demand for high quality detectors has increased 

greatly with accelerating interests in submillimeter science. In particular, the 

field of interstellar astronomy has blossomed and entails a s one of its most 

important tasks the characterization of molecular and atomic lines . This 

demands very high resolution spectroscopy that is practical only with hetero

dyne receivers . The results presented in this thesis stem from research atmed 

at developing a submill.tmeter heterodyne receiver using bulk InSb as the 

d etecting element. Two modes of detection are investigated: the hot electron 

bolometer or Rolhn mode, and the cyclotron resonance or Pulley mode. 

Liquid helium cooled n-type InSb is one of the best detector materials for 

the submillimeter part of the spectrum. In zero or weak magnetic fields (Rollin 

mode), relatively pure n-type material displays pronounced bot electron effects 

This fact combined with the electronic submillimeter absorption makes InSb a 

very sensitive bolometer . It has been used both as a direct detector for molecu

lar spectroscopy [Fleming 1979] and plasma dlagnostics [Luhmann 1982] and as 

a heterodyne detector for submillimeter astronomy [Phillip s and Woody 1982]. 

The dtrect detectors are routinely used up to frequencies of 1 THz while the 

heterodyne appltcatton has recently been extended above 600 GHz with the 

identification of the J= 1 ~o HCl line in the Orion molecular cloud [Blake et al. 

1985]. Part of this thesis ts concerned with extending the Rolhn mode hetero

dyne performance to even higher fr equencies . 



When 1 started Uus project, It was known that the performance of the exist

ing Rollin mode heterodyne detector was decaying rapidly with frequency in the 

-230-500 GHz region. This problem was attributed to the rollotT of the absorp

tion coefficient of InSb in the same frequency range . However, the precise 

behavior of the absorption coefficient and the correlation between it and the 

other detector properties were not understood . Therefore, my first task was to 

understand the hot electron bolometer in terms of material properties . From 

this understanding, the feasibility of the Rollm mode detector in the >600 GHz 

range was determined. The conclusions presented in Chapter 3 show that, 

independent of the lnSb matenals tested, there is a rapid rolloff of performance 

with frequency . However, many interesting facts about lnSb were learned along 

the way. For example. the absorption coefficient was found to be d1stincly non

Drudian. the DC conductivity was fotmd to have a tempe rature dependence 

which was not explicable by simple metallic or semiconductor theories. and the 

noise was found to be less than predicted by equilibrium Johnson noise theory 

alone . These r esults. and others. are discussed in Chapters 2 and 3. 

About midway through my graduate studies, J began studymg the perfor

mance of the lnSb detector in a quantizing magne tic field (Pulley mode) . D1rect 

detec tion experiments were performed to m easure the absolute r esponsivity 

and NEP as a function of detector geometry, material and temperature . These 

r esult s are given in Chapter 4 Based on the r esults of these expenments, 

a Pulley m ode heterodyne rece1ver was designed. This r eceiver incorporates a 

p e rmanent magnet to generate a field of the correct magnitude for cyclotron 

r esonance at the subrnillimeter wavelength of interest. The InSb mixer is 

mounted in overmoded waveguide and radiation is coupled in with a feedhorn. 

The design is descnbed m Chapter 4, along with experimental heterodyne 

results and interpretations. This is thought to be the pioneering study of 
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heterodyne detection with cyclotron reson ance assisted detectors 

1.1 Historical Perspective: Bulk lnSb as a Submlllimeler Detector 

1.1.1 Rollin Mode 

In the late 1950's it was t hought t hat the purest available lnSb would display 

extrinsic photoconductivity. During the search for this effect, photoresponse 

was observed that did not have a long wavelength cutoff as all simple pholocon

ductors do [Pulley 1960]. Rolhn was the first person to show that the observed 

pholoresponse could be associated with free carrier absorption alone [Rollin 

1961]. He also correctly slated that the relatively large magnitude of the effect 

compared to that m other semiconductors was due to the very small lnSb 

electron-phonon interaction. Shortly thereafter. Kogan [1963] demonstrated 

that the effect could be explained with bolometric analysiS. 

Following the initial pioneering work, there were several develornenlal 

efforts lo build receivers based on lhe hot electron bolometer. The most not

able was that of Kmch and Rollm [ 1963]. Using a helium cooled step-up 

transformer between the detector and preamp, they achieved a direct NEP of ~ 

3 x 10- 13W / Hz* in the milllmeler wavelength region. This was better than most 

other far infrared detectors at the time. The responsivity was found lo be less 

than lhal of other liquid hehum cooled , far-infrared bolometers [e .g . , Low 1961]. 

However, the noise was also found lo be relatively low, t hereby explaining the 

good NEP. The real advantage of the lnSb detector was the relatively short ttme 

constant, •-2x 10- 7 sec. This enabled operation al frequecies well above the 1 I f 

noise regiOn 

The possibihly of heterodyne detectiOn with the lnSb hot electron bolome

ter was mentioned very early by Rollin [1961] and others. However, the first 
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demonstration did not come until 1965 with the B mrn wavelength mlxmg experi

ment of Arams et al . [ 1966]. Although they worked out the first theoretical 

analysis and found agreement wilh experiment, the detector performance was 

rather poor. The heterodyne application was later extended to the 4 mm region 

by Kmch [1968] and by Whalen and Westgate [1 970]. They both obtained much 

better results than Ararns and showed that the performance correlated with the 

DC I-V characteristics of the mixer a s expected from bolometer theory . 

The big breakthrough in the the heterodyne application carne in 1973 with 

the now famous 90-140 GHz receiver of Phillips and Jetrerts [ 1973]. They 

obtained a double-sideband system noise temperature of 25DK. a result about a 

factor of 10 better than any other in the same frequency range at that time 

Although it was not obvious from the original paper, the r eason for the excellent 

performance was the optimization of the detec tor geometry. The bolometer was 

a very ttun post mounted across a waveguide . In this configuration, both the 

bolometer responsivity and the radiation coupling efficiency were excellent. In 

addition, the bolometer impedance was high enough that its intrinsic Johnson 

noise could dominate the noise of a carefully designed FET preamphfier Conse

quently , there was no nee d for the cooled transformer of Kinch and Rollin and 

the full 1 MHz bandwidth was utilized. This same mixer configuration was later 

applled in a r eceiver operating up to about 500 GHz. Tlus receiver made 

numerous pioneering observations of interstellar hnes, including those of CO at 

345 GHz, neutral atomic carbon at 492 GHz, and NH3 at 576 GHz. Most recently, 

the performance was extended to 626 GHz with the identification of the J= l -+0 

lme of HCl. Despite these great advances, the performance of the receiver 

decays with increasing frequency. Furthermore. the ..... 1 MHz bandWidth contin

ues to be a great weakness . As will be shown in Chapter 4, these shortcormngs 

are alleviated by operating the InSb in the Pulley mode. 
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1. 1.2 PuUey Mode 

The photo-response of lnSb in quantizing magnetic fields was first studied 

by Putley using a grating spectrometer [Putley 1961). He presented spectra 

that peaked at wavenumbers somewhat shorter than 10 cm-1 but showed no sign 

of cyclotron resonance up to 50 cm-1 and magnetic fields up to 8 KG . The fact 

that the magnetic field changed the magnitude but not the essential shape of 

the response spectra led Pulley to conclude that the free electron absorption 

cross section was larger than the cyclotron resonance value and t hat the role of 

the magnetic field was simply to enhance the bolometric responsiVity by 

increasing the de tector resistance . 

Shortly thereafter, Brown and Kimmitt presented the first positive 

identificatiOn of cyclotron r esonant response [ 1963). Also using a grating spec

trometer. they identified a peak in the response spectra family at about 150 

microns . The r esponsivity and delecliVily at the peak were about 60 V / W and 

3x10 11 Hz* I W, respectively . In a later publication. they showed for the first time 

the existence of fine structure in the resonant r esponse spectra for fields above 

40 KG [Brown and Kimmitt 1965]. This structure was not evident at 18 KG . 

The situation was late r clarified with higher resolution studies of the the 

response and absorption processes . For example, using a Fourier transform 

spectrometer. Kaplan [ 1967] showed that the cyclotron resonance r esponse at 

17 KG and 4 .2K consisted of two separate lines, one associated with conduction 

electron cyclotr on resonance (CCR) and the other with the impurity stale cyclo

tron resonance (ICR) . These transitions are shown schematically in Fig . 2 .1. He 

also verified the polarization rules for these transitiOns: both ICR and CCR 

absorb + 1 helicity (counterclockwise) circular polarized photons propagating 

paralle l to Be (Faraday configuration) and they absorb linea rly polarized photons 

(&., 1 Bo) propagating p erpendicular to Be (Voigt configuration) . He d1d n ot 
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observe lhe direct photo-ionization or the ground state bound electron to the 

N=O Landau level. a transition that was earlier precilcted to be very strong 

[Wallis and Bowlden 1958). Kaplan later measured the absorption coefficient and 

found the theory to fit his results qualitatively [Kaplan 1969). 

Better absorptton measurements were earned out with far-infrared lasers . 

One notable study was that or Murotani and Nisida [ 1972] at 29.7 cm-1 (337 

nucron HCN line). They proved clearly that the absorption coet!lCients for both 

CCR and lCR transitions were very large and dependent on relative population of 

electrons in the conduct10n band and donor states. For example , material with 

a zero field carrier concentration of n= 2.5 x 1013 Icc had an absorption 

coefficient of about 180 cm- 1 at the lCR peak under the conditions of low FIR 

power and no DC electrical bias . This corresponds to an lCR cross section of J:::J7 

x 10-12 cm2 . A later experiment conducted by Gornik at 110 cm-1 (90.6 micron 

NH3 line) showed that with the application of sufficient laser power the CCR 

absorption becomes practically equal to the low power lCR absorption [Gornik et 

al. 1978). This 1mphes that the cross sections for the CCR and ICR processes are 

nearly equal since the high laser power transfers a majority of the frozen out 

electrons into the N=O Landau level via the ICR transition and phonon emission. 

1.2 Small Signal Detection Parameters 

Independent of the mode of operation, bulk lnSb responds to submillimeter 

radiation as any homogeneous detec tor. A homogeneous detector consists of a 

single piece of material whose Low frequency conductivity (or some other electri

cal parameter) is a function of absorbed radiation of much higher frequency. 

The radiation is detected by measuring the change of voltage or current across 

electncal contacts on the sample. Two examples are bolometers and photocon

ductors . ln contrast to h eterogeneous detectors such as thermocouples or 
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photodiodes, homogeneous detectors musl be eleclrlcally b1nscd lo work prop

erly . 

The lnSb Rollin mode detector behaves in all respects like a simple bolome

ter. As such, a unit of absorbed high frequency power causes the same change 

of conductivity as a unit of absorbed low frequency power. The Pulley mode 

detector in relatively high magnetic fields behaves like a simple photoconductor. 

The high frequency radiation then causes electronic transit10ns not possible Vla 

the low frequency electric field . A necessary condition for photoconductivity to 

occur is that the detector be operating in the photon absorpt10n lirrut, hv>>kT, 

where h is Planck's constant, 11 is the photon frequency, k is Boltzmann's con

stant and T ts the temperature of the absorbing element. ln both the Rollin and 

Pulley modes, an important measure of detector performance is the ideal small 

signal responsivity, r, defined as the measured voltage or current per unit power 

absorbed Tius is not to be contused with the absolute responsiVlty whlch is the 

measured voltage or current per unit power incident on the detector. Both 

parameters Wlll appear frequently in this thesis . ln general. both are a functiOn 

of the ttme rale of change of the hlgh frequency power. This leads to another 

important detector parameter, the response time, Tr . This is defined by 

Tr=1/(2rrB) where B. the bandwidth, is the frequency at which the response to 

sinusoidally chopped hlgh frequency radiaton is down by 1/VZ of its maximum 

value . A common feature of both bolometers and photoconductors is that if the 

input radiation has frequency much greater than 1/Tr , then they will detect in a 

perfect square-law fashion. That is , the low frequency current or voltage m eas

ured across the detector will be proporttonal to the incident power or high fre

quency electric field squared. 



1.3 Heterodyne Detection with Square-Law Det.oclors 

Pracltcal heterodyne detection is the process or supenmposing a weak 

electromagnetic radiation (signal) with a much more intense coherent field 

(local oscillator or LO) and measuring the beat signal with some non-ohmic 

detector (mixer) . It the detector dtsplays square-law behavior, then the beat 

signal will always have a component at the difference frequency between the sig

nal and the 10. In prmciple, this component can lie anywhere in the intermed.J

ate frequency (IF') range. between DC and lito . In practice. the mixer is most 

sensitive to beat signals that occur at frequencies less than the IF' bandwidth, 

Bu Ttus bandwidth is determined either by the detector bandwidth itself or by 

later electronic filters . Another general feature of heterodyne detection is that 

an IF signal of frequency vi! is generated by radiation having a frequency either 

v~a +v11 (upper sideband) or v~a -v11 (lower sideband) . Unless filtered or encoded 

in some way, these two components are indistinguishable . The simultaneous 

detection of both is called double-sideband (DSB) conversion. 

There are several properties of the heterodyne process lhal give it distinct 

advantages over direct detection. Since the IF' bandwidth can be controlled 

electronically, the resolution of the heterodyne receiver can, in principle , be 

made arbitrarily small. In practice. the r esolution is made only as small as the 

experiment requires since, according to Eqn. 1.1. the signal-to-noise ratio always 

decreases with ~· Many experiments in physics (e.g .. the characterization of 

interstellar atomtc and molecular lines in the far-infrared) reqwre spectral 

resolution not easily attainable with direct detection receivers. F'or these 

experiments. the heterodyne receiver 1s usually the instrument of choice. A 

thorough and useful comparison of the heterodyne and direct detection modes 

has been given recently by Philllps and Watson [ 1984). 
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The canonical submilhrneter receiver based on a square-law mixer is shown 

schemat1cally in Fig. 1.1. The signal processing theory for this receiver 

configuration is discussed at length in Kraus [ 1966]. 

~ / 
beam
splitter 

LO 

mixer 

\ 

amp 

integrator 

\ 

' square 
law 
det . 

F1g. 1.1: Canonical submillimeter heterodyne receiver 

) 
(~)pd 

The most important theoretical result is the following famous expression for the 

post-detect10n signal-to-noise ratio. 

( 1. 1) 

The parameter ~ is the IF bandwidth, -r\ is the integration time and C is a 

constant of order unity that depends on the exact integration technique and s1g-

nal chopping method. The quantity (SIN)pct is a good indlcator of the 
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performance or any heterodyne receJver. 

Because integration lime Is somewhat arbitrary and the IF bandwidth varies 

with the application at hand, the quality of heterodyne receivers is usually meas

ured by the lF signal-to-noise ratio . Assuming that the mixer is a homogeneous 

detector operating inlo a very high impedance preamplifier and that the total 

incident background power is much less than the amount of local oscillator 

power absorbed by the mixer (P1o ) , one can write 

V1 + ~ + ~ · 
( 1.2) 

The quant1ty TJ is the power coupling efftciency (fractton of signal power incident 

on the receiver in the LO mode that is absorbed in the mixer). and V] and~ are 

the mean-square noise voltages due to detector m echanisms and the preamp, 

r espectively. Note that the ideal responsivity, r , of a detector operating as a 

mixer can be much less than its r esponsivity in direct detection due to the load-

ing effec t of the absorbed LO power. As will b e shown in Sec. 3.4, this is a very 

important effect for heterodyne bolometers . The quantity Ps is the incident sig-

nal powe r in the mode of the local oscillator. For a thermal source of tempera-

ture Ts , 

2hvBi1 
P. = --------~~---

exp(h v/ kTs) - 1 
( 1.3) 

where the factor of 2 is for double-sideband conver sion and any opacity in the 

m edium between the source and the receiver has been ignored. 

The quantity Y,[" is noise due t o ftuc tuations in the total incident r adiation 

(photon noise). 1f the LO radiation is strictly coher ent (e .g ., from a laser or klys-

tron), then the only significant source of noise is the zero-point ftuctuation of 

the LO transverse mode. This ftuc tua tion is a consequence of the quantum 
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rnecharucal uncertainly in the measurement of two non·commuling observables 

the phase and amplitude of the electromagnelic field [Serber and Townes 1960). 

The etrect of the zero·point fiuctualion is described by a power spectral density 

S(v)=hv/2 [Marcuse 1980]. This power is down-converted to the IF exactly like 

signal radiation . If it is assumed thal Bu< < v1o, the resulting double-sid eband IF 

noise voltage is [Kingston 1978], 

( 1.4) 

In the event that the zero·point notse dominates the denominator of Eqn 1.2, 

one achieves the famous quantum-limited expression, 

( 1.5) 

Notice thal the zero-point noise 1s independent of the source the recetver is 

d e t ecting . This is why Eqn. 1.4 represents r eceiver noise and not signal. It is 

often called "LO induced shot noise" in the engineering literature because the 

same expression can be derived for a photoelectric detector by analyz1ng the 

signal current as discrete pulses obeying Poisson statistics [Kingston 1978). 

Obviously, such a treatment would not apply to bolometers . 

The noise equivalent power (NEP) is defined as the amount of signal power 

r equired to achieve (S/N)if= 1, 

( 1.6) 

When the mixer is being characterized by thermal sources in the Rayleigh-Jeans 

limit, it is more convenient to charactenze its performance by a parameter 

called the system noise temperature, Tsvs . For double-sideband detection , this 

is related to the NEP by, 
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NEP = 2kT'JIIBi!· 

From Eqn. 1.5 the quantum limited NEP is 

and the quantum limited T~ is 

hvB 11 NEP = ---=
'7 

hv 
TQL = --

2TJk 

where double-sideband conversion is again assumed. 

( 1. 7) 

(1.8) 

(1.9) 

In practice, submillirneter heterodyne receiver performances are almost 

always measured using two Eccosorb foam loads, one cooled with hquid nitrogen 

(assumed BOK) and the other at ambient (assumed 295K) . The ratio of the post 

detection noise powers with the two different loads is called. by convention. the 

Y factor . The relationship between theY-factor and T6115 is 

295-BOY 
Y- 1 (1.10) 

This expression gets progressively more inaccurate as the frequency is 

increased. At near-infrared and shorter wavelengths, it should be replaced by. 

where Ps 1s given by Eqn. 1 .3 

*p• (295) - *Ps (80) · Y 
(Y-1)kB~r 

(1 .11) 
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1.4 The Slate of lbc Art in Submllllmet.er Heterodyne Detection 

Shown m F'lg . 1.2 are some system noise temperatures that represent the 

best reported performances to dale . The numbers for the Pulley mode detector 

are double-sideband whereas the Schottky and SIS numbers are single-sideband. 

These are the relevant performances for detecting a narrow spectral line having 

width of order 50 MHz. The quantum limited curve is calculated from Eqn. 1.9 

assuming f7=1 and is applicable to the Pulley mode detector only, the other 

mixers will have a quantum limited T~s of twice this value . Notice that the per

formance obtained in this thests work at 812 GHz for the Pulley mode detector 

is at least a factor of 10 better than the only other receiver currently operating 

at that frequency : a Schottky diode based system. Judging from the direct 

detection measurements discussed in Chapter 4, it is probable that this excel

lent performance of the Pulley mode receiver can be extended up to at least 

1500 GHz. 

Bestdes the advantage in sensitivity, the Pulley mode is also superior to the 

Schottky m that it requires only about a microwatt of local oscillator power to 

achieve optimum performance. In contrast, any Schottky diode mtxer requires 

a fraction of a milliwatt. Thus the Pulley mode receiver can use any of several 

submillimeter local oscillator schemes currently in use . Two examples are the 

frequency multiplied klystrons or carcinotrons and far-infrared molecular laser 

sideband generation systems. Both of these schemes can generate contmuously 

tunable r ad.iatton of several microwatts or more . The Schottky based receiver 

can observe only within its IF bandwidth of a strong molecular laser lme. 

The only advantage of the Schottky based system is that it has a much 

larger IF' bandwidth than the Pulley mode receiver . In practice, the bandWidth 

of the Schottky dtode is limited only by the IF preamp. As we will see later, the 

Pulley mode detector has an intrinsic time constant that limits its bandwidth to 
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Ftg. 1.2 : The best heterodyne receiver performances reported to date . 
The Pulley mode performance (thls work) is for double-sideband 
conversion as is the quantum limited curve. The SJS pomts are due to 
Wengler et al [1 985] and the Schottky points are those of Roeser et al. 
[ 1984]. Both are single-side band pe rformances. 
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about 2 MHz. Fortunately, this bandWJdth incr eases som ewhat with magneti c 

field . When observing atomic and molecular lines that are broader than this 

bandwidth, the local oscillator frequency must be stepped. Further discussion 

of the PuUey mode receiver is found in Chapter 4. 
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2. lnSb Material Studies 

2.0 Introduction 

lnSb is one of the most interesting and well-studied of all the common sem

iconductors. It received a great deal of attention in the 1950's due to its excep

tionally low effective mass and relatively small band gap. It revolutionalized 

near-infrared detection and rapidly became the standard millimeter wave direct 

detector. Recently, interest has revived in InSb as a model system for metal

insulator transitions in random media. In this chapter, I will discuss those 

materials properties of InSb that influence its performance as a submillimeter 

detector. I will also present some experimental results that were obtained over 

the course of the thesis work. In Sec. 2.4. DC conductivity data are shown in the 

range 1.5-lOK. By comparing these data ¥.ith established theories . it is shown 

that the InSb studied is intermediate between being simple metallic and stmple 

insulating. In Sec. 2. 7, I present absorption coefficient data that is not well 

described by Drudian theory (Brown 1985a) . These data help explain the perfor

mance of InSb Rollin mode detector. Another interesting result, presented in 

Sec. 2.6, is the dramatic difference in the l-V characteristics of materials 

differing in electron concentration by only a factor of two. The material With the 

lower concentration displays pronounced negative differential resistance . 

2. 1 Material Handling and Preparation 

The materials stud1ed in this thesis were all n-lnSb purchased as wafers 

from Corrunco Inc. of Spokane Washington. They were grown perpendicular to 

the (211) plane and contain almost the lowest values of total impurity concen

tration achievable, ntot ~2x 1 014 /cc . The materials have about 25 to 50% variation 

in the impurity concentration across the wafe r [Cominco 1981]. 
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Because lnSb Is a rcl nl1vcly sofl crystal and easily damaged , preparation of 

samples and various d etectors was always done with the utmost care. To make 

slab samples or thin detectors, the wafers were first lapped down to about 15-20 

mil thickness using a hand jig on silk The usual lapping compounds were 11220 

grit SiC followed by #400 S1C. After lapping, the wafer was cut to the destred stze 

using a dtamond impregnated wire saw. The inevitable damage done by lapping 

and cutttng was then removed by chemical etching. The elchanl used was a CP-

4 variant 46% fwning nitnc acid, 46% glacial acetic acid and B% hydrofluoric 

ac1d Ttus etchlng leaves a very smooth and glossy surface. Sulfur-dope d 

indium contacts are then pressed onto the freshly etched InSb. The contacted 

sample 1s soldered m a reducmg atomoshere of hydrogen gas at a temperature 

slightly above 157C (the melllng point of In) . If the temperature became much 

higher than thls, the InSb resistiVity was usually mcreased m the soldering pro

cess Yiitb proper execution this process produced strong, low resistance, ohmic 

contacts that were absolutely necessary for most of the studies made in this 

thes ts 

2. 2 In.Sb Band Structure 

Many of the important far-infrared detector properties of lnSb are related 

directly to 1ts remarkable band structure. In Uus section, I will briefly r eview 

the theory of the band structure under the cond1t10ns of zero and quanlizmg 

magnellc field s. 1 will limit the d1scuss1on to the conduction band. 

Stngle crystal InSb is a lll -V compound serruconductor with the zincblende 

structure. From early cyclotron resonance measurments, the conduct10n band 

was found to have its minimum at k=O The etrect1ve mass at this minimum was 

found to be surprisingly low, m •~ . 0 1 3rno at room temperature [Dresselhaus 

1955). Infrared absorption measurements revealed that the bandgap was also 
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relatively small E11 ~o 16 eV al 300K and E11 ~o 23 eV at 4.2K [Roberts and Quar

rington 1955]. These gaps are about a factor of 4 less than those of germanium . 

The first accurate explanation of the lnSb band structure was given by Kane 

[1957]. He showed that the small effective mass al the bottom of the conduction 

band could be attributed to significant mixing between the s-like (conductiOn 

band) and p-like (valence band) cellular functions via the kp interaction. He 

solved for the band energies by diagonalizing the crystal Hamiltoruan in the 

eight dimensional space spanned by the 2 s-like and 6 p-like slates. The follow-

ing expressiOn was found for the conduction band energy, 

(2 1) 

where E11 1s the band gap energy, Eo= 1fk
2 

• and mo• is the effective mass at the 
2m0 • 

bottom of the conduction band. 

When a quantizing magnettc field is apphed , the Bloch states are no longer a 

good basts set. However, working -with the same eight dimensional space as 

Kane, Bowers and Yafet [ 1959] showed that it was possible to diagonalize the 

magnetic Hamiltonian includm.g the important diamagnetic (Landau splitting). 

paramagnetic (spin splitting) and atomic spin-orbit interactiOns. They 

derived an expression very similar to Eqn. 2 .1 with Eo r eplaced by L 0 • 

eB 
GJ =-

c rfLo•c 

(2.2) 

(2.3) 

In denving these expresstons, 1t has b een assumed that B is uniform and 

directed along the z runs. The effective g-factor is given by, 
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•- m 6 
g ---. 6+3E' /2 ffio , 

(2 4) 

where 6 is the spin-orbit splitting (6=.81 eV in lnSb [Herman et al. 1963]) . The 

magnetic version of Eqn 2 .1 is plotted in Fig. 2.1 for a field of 50 KG. The param-

eter k is the momentum wavevector component parallel to the field Th~ k ax1s 

is scaled in umits of the Fermi amplitude, kF. for a carrier concentration of 

5x1013 /cc The Landau s ub-bands are denoted by N=O and N= l with the spin 

quantum number, SB, either + 1/2 (spin parallel to B) or -1/2 (spm anl!-parallel 

to B) 

2 .31mpurity Studies 

The influence of shallow donors in most semiconductors is described well by 

effective mass theory [Madelung 1978]. The result is that each donor generales 

b ound electr on states that are homologous with the bound states of the free 

hydrogen atom The energy of the itl' donor level, E,, and the effective Bohr 

radi us of the ground level, a • are given by, 

£.--13.6 m o•
2 

[eV] 
t - i2 mt:o (2.5) 

(2.6) 

Each of these levels is 2Nc~·fold degenerate wher e Na is the total number of 

donors present and the factor of 2 is for sp in. Using the accepted values 

m 0•= 0139 and t:o= 17.8 (Johnson and Dickey 1970, Hass and Henvis 1962], we find 

the foll o"t\ing values for lnSb: E 1=0.60 meV and a•=68 nM. 

The hydrogemc model is invalid when there is overlap of the e lectr onic 

wavefuncl10ns for adJacent donor sites. W1lh a relal!vely small amount of over-

lap , the degeneracy of the hydrogenic m odel is broken as the impunly slates 
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F1g 2 .1: Lowest two Landau sub-bands, important bound states and 
dominant cyclotron resonance transitions for electrons in a quantizing 
magnetic field, B=50 KG . The Landau sub-bands are denoted by N=O 
and ~= 1 with the spin quantum nwnber, SB, either + (spin parallel to 
B) or - (spm anl1-parallel lo B) The impunly stales are denoted by 
the four quantwn numbe r s (N,M,"A,SB) aflerYafet el al [1 956). The 
impunly state ene rgie s were calc ulated by Walhs [ 1958]. 
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split mto a narrow range or energies (henceforth called the impurity band) 

just below the the bottom of the conduclion band . Experience with S1 and Ge 

has sho'¥1-n that the impurity band begins to form when d.t ~5a • where cit is the 

average d istance between donors [Pulley 1960). Assuming that d.t =on, -lis, the 

hydrogenic model is valid in JnSb only when nd~ 2.5x J019 cm-3 , where nd is the 

donor density. For a much larger amount of overlap, dt~a• , it is thought that 

the donor b and merges completely with the conduction band. For lnSb thi s 

occurs when nd~3.2x 1 015 cm- 3 . ln this range. lbe electron density of stales, 

D(E), increases monotonically slartmg at zero slightly below the pure crystal 

conduction band edge. The effect of the donors is simply to cause a smooth 

"tail" but no local minima in D(E). As shown b elow, all of the lnSb material stu

died in this thes 1s has impur1ty densities in the r ange. Ild"'l.0-3.0 x 1014 /cc . 

According to the criteria just stated, this is intermediate doping. In this case 

the impurity band probably overlaps the conduction band but t he form of the 

density of states is complicated [Madelung 1978). 

The mftuence of an externally applied magnelic field on the impurity levels 

in semiconductors lS measured by the rat10, -y=Mhc.>c / E 1• where c.>c =eB I (m • c) 

is the cyclotron frequency. For isolated impurities and -y<< l. the magnetic field 

can be treated as a weak perturbation that causes simple Zeeman-like splitting 

of the energy levels . This description applies to relalivley pure Si, Ge and some 

Ill-V materials for fields up t o several kilogauss In matenals having intermedJ-

ate doping concentration, the first-order effect of the magneti c field is to 

shrink the overlapping wavefunclions, particularly in the plane normal to the 

field . As B 1s mcreased, the impur1ty band shrinks and isolated impurity levels 

are created. The magnitude of field required to generate this "magnetic freeze

out" can be conservatively est1mated by equating half t he distance between 

donors to the cyclotron radius of the ground Landau sub-level. Rs =(he I eB)*. 
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For lnSb wtth r14=2x10 14 /cc,the freeze-out should occur at B-.6 KG . Even for 

this relatl\·ely small field, 7~. 6 . Therefore. a simple Zeeman perturbation treat

ment of the impurity levels is inapplicable . 

The theory of the donor levels when )'~1 is necessarily based on approxima

tion techniques because the full Hamiltonian is not separable. The approach has 

been to introduce an orthogonal set of trial donor wavefunctions and to solve for 

the energy levels by the Rayleigh-Ritz variational technique. The variational 

solution for the ground state was first worked out by Yafet et a!. [ 1956). Shorlly 

thereafter. solutions for several excited states were found by Wallis and Bowlden 

[ 1958]. Their results for the most important states in B=50 KG are shown 

schematically in Fig. 2.1. Following Yafet the impurity states are denoted by the 

set of quantum numbers. (NJ.~ . t...Se). where N is the associated Landau level, M is 

the z component of the angular momentum. t.. is the quantum number for the 

energy in the one-dimensional Coulomb potential along the z axis, and Se is the 

spin quantum number. Experimental verification of the impurity state structure 

shown in Flg . 2 .1 has been provided by Kaplan [1 969] and by Kuchar et al . [1 977]. 

One of the most important applications of the quantizing B-field band struc

ture is in d etermining the impurity concentration of intermediately doped InSb. 

The procedure, first exercised by Pulley [1960], is a statistical analysis of Hall 

data . The exact procedure followed here differs slighlly from Pulley's and is dis

cussed at length in Appendix 1. The Hall experiment and the associated data are 

also presented there . The resulting impurity concentrations are summarized in 

Table 2. 1 and will be use d repeatedly throughout the course of this thesis. It 

should be mentioned here that all of the materials tested showed no obvious sign 

of carrier freeze-out down to the lowest temperatures attained in the Hall meas

urements, -3K. This was evident by the fact that the Hall coeffiCient was practi

cally constant with temperature . Pulley [1 966] also observed t his lack of 
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freeze-out on very similar material down to much lower temperatures , -l 3K ln 

fact, no one has ever reported a freeze-out in n-lnSb based on a strong tempera

ture variation of the Hall coefficient. 

Table 2. 1 

Impurity concenlralions for three lnSb materials 

Material 4002 4177 41 90 

Carrier concentration, 
3.4 7.7 2.6 

n=na - na (x 1013 /em 3) 

Total tmpurity concentralion. 
4.1 3.8 2.2 

Ila + n~ (x 1Ql4 / em3) 

Compensation r atio, 
0.85 0.52 0.78 

flo lila 

Donor concentration, 
2.2 2.3 1.2 

na (x 101" /em 3) 

2.4 DC Conductivity 

Despite the enormous number of experiments and theoretical stud1es con

ducted on lnSb m the past 30 or so years, there is still no good under stand.!ng of 

the DC conductivity at liquid helium temperatures . ln thi s section l will present 

m y experimental data and compare it to some well-known theories . Trus data 

will be very important later in Chapter 3 when J dtscuss the performance of the 
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lnSb Rolhn-mode detector . 

2.4.1 OC Conductivity Theory 

Experimental evidence has shown that the DC conductivity, u, in all solids 

can be charactenzed by two different forms of temperature dependence . Metal

l ic behavior is characterized by finite conductivity at T=O and a slowly varying 

conductiVIty vs temperature for T~O. Usually the conductivity wtll obey some 

power law that depends on the dominant scattering mechanisms. Insulating 

behavwr is characlenzed by a vanishing DC conductivity at T=O and exponential 

dependence for higher temperatures . The vanishing of u at T=O reflects the fact 

that the Fermi energy in an insulator must he either in a gap in the single parti

cle states or else it hes at a point in the energy spectrum where the states are 

strictly localized The exponenllal behaVIor for T>O follows from the fact the 

conducti\ity is acttvated, uocexp(-6E/kT), where 6E depends on the exact 

mechanstm of conducllon [Madelung 1978] For example, if the current is dom

inated by electrons thermally exctted to extended states, 6E IS simply the 

separallon between the Fermi energy and the energy of the lowest conducting 

state . 

For crystalline metals, there eXIst well-established theories of DC conduc

tivity that lead to simple formulation once the scattering mechanism 

is characterized . ln high qualtty n-lnSb at the temperatures of concern 

here (~201<), the dominant scattering mechanism that hmits the conductiVIty 

should be that due to ionized impurities. The interaction with the lattice can 

be handled by properly using the electron effective mass and the background 

dielectric constant, t 0 • The ionized impurity scattering potential is usually 

assumed to have a screened Coulomb form . Assuming T<<Tp. the Boltzmann 

equalton then predtcls a t emperature independent DC conducltVlly [Madelung 
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1978]. This Is commonly called the residual resistivity when applled to metals . 

The single electron expression for the residual conductivity is [Pulley 1960), 

where, 

and 

2*e!-n (k Tp )3/2 

rre 2Nd (z) 

f ( z ) = ln ( 1 + z) - _z_ 
1 + z 

z = 16rrm •eo (k Tp ) 2 

3h2ne2 

(2.7) 

(2.8) 

(2.9) 

Assuming that T>>Tp so that classical statistics apply, the Boltzmann equation 

leads to the famous Brooks-Herring formula [Brooks 1955], 

(2 .10) 

where J\'1 is the total ionized impurity concentration. This expression is known 

to predict accurately the conductivity in pure n -lnSb at temperatures of about 

20K and slightly higher [Kinch 1966]. 

2.4.2 DC Conductivity Experiment 

The DC conductivity was obtained for tw o samples made of the 4002 and 

4177 materials, respectively. The experimental procedure consisted of several 

simple but carefully executed steps. Ftrst the samples were mounted in 

oxygen-free copper ftanges which were secured to the cold plate of a liquid 

bellum cryostat. The samples were thermally isolated by completely surround-

ing them with a radiation shield and by cementing the electrical leads to the 
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c old p late. The dynamic resistance (Z) of t he the samples was then measured 

under conditions of zero bias and varying temperature From t he dynamic 

r esistance a n d the known d imensions of t he samples, t he DC cond uctivity was 

then calculated. Bath temperatures below 4.2K were aclueved by reducing the 

p r essure above the liquid helium with a rotary pump The value of Tb was deter

mined using a standard pressure vs temperature table [While 1979). Tempera

tures above 4 .2K were achieved "on-lhe-fty" as the cryostat warmed up after 

complete boil-off of the LHe The value of Tb in this range was determined using 

a calibrated S1 diode (manufactured by Lake Shore Cryotronics) . The resullmg 

uncertainty in temperature is less than O.lK in both r anges. The electronic 

technique used to measure Z is described in Appendix 2 . 

To make sure that the samples were not pathological. I performed several 

separate tests . For example , I measured the conductivity of both samples at 

77K and found it to be "rithm the manufacturer's specification range . This pre

cluded the possibility that the samples were damaged during soldering or han

dllng . It is well known that mob1hty of lnSb of this purity is easily reduced drast

ically by stress during careless handling or overheating during soldenng [Peter 

Bratt. private communication]. The 77K conductivity lest was corroborated by 

the following etch pit test. After the samples were lapped and initially etched to 

remove the damage but before the contacts were put on, the samples were put 

in highly de-ionized water and elchant is added drop by drop During this pro

cess . the samples showed no surface pits. Experience has shown lhal any etch 

pits seen during this lest indicate a high concentration of defects [Peter Bratt. 

private communication]. 

Shown in F1g. 2.2 are lhe experimental results from 1 5 to "'lDK. There are 

several important features here. F1rst. notice lhal Lhe 4177 sample has the 

larger conductivity over the whole range . This is consislenl with Lhe Hall data 
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+Dynes' data 

4002 Brooks-Herrino 

\ .. ···· 
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Ftgure 2.2 : DC conductivity of two JnSb samples at low temperatures . 
Data pomts are shown by circles . The continuous lines are the least
squares fits and terms are defined in the text . 

wl:uch md1cated that the earner concentratton of the 4177 sample is greater by 

a factor of 2.3. The conductivity of both samples increases monotonically and 

the rate of increase is very similar. However, both samples appear to approach 

non-zero conductivity in the limit of 0 K. This behavior Jed me to fit the data 

with a functional form, a( T)=a0 [ 1 + ( T I Tt ).z: ]. The values of a0 and T, were 

deternuned from a least-squares fit. The value of x was that which gave the 

minimum standard deVIatton of a( T) over lhe whole range (only two significant 

figures in x were used) . The r esults of lhe til along with other important proper

ties of the samples are summarized in Table 2.2. Also shown in Fig . 2.2 are the 

10 
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conduclivtty dale. points oblamc d m lhc sub-1 .OK reg ion by Dynes et al . [ 1983) 

Their material is similar to my 4177 material and their results are apparenlly 

the first published data on the sub-0.3K conductivity in such pure lnSb. Notice 

that their data points are apparenlly concave downward in the sub-l.OK region. 

Table 2.2 

DC transport characteristics of three InSb materials 

Material 4002 4177 4190 

Conductivity mobility, 
5 .9x10° 4.8x 10° 6 . lx10° 

(cm2 /V-s)@ 77K 

DC conductivity@ 4.2K. 
0 .20 0.36 0.18 

(110-cm) 

a0 (1 / 0-cm) 0.0475 0.0821 * 

Tt 2 .24K 1.83K + 

* not determined 

Displayed in Fig . 2.2 is the prediction of the simple theories discussed 

above . Notice that the residual conductivity for both the 4002 and 4177 materi

als is considerably larger than the OK extrapolated limit of the data . Also shown 

in Fig . 2 .2 is the prediction of the Brooks-Herring formula for the 4002 material. 

Notice that it significantly overestimates the conductivity over the entire r ange 

shown. The predi ction is not carried below about 4K b ecause the Brooks-Hernng 

theory does not apply unde r degenerate conditions, which occur when 
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T-'TF=3.2K in the 4002 material The Brooks-Herring formula dJd y1eld good 

agreement with the 4002 data at about 18K as was observed previously by Kmch 

[1966]. In the past, the failure of the B-H formula below about lOK has been 

ascribed to the fact that it is derived using the Born approximation of scatter-

1.ng Recall that the Born approximation assumes that the eleC'-

tronic de-Brogli e wavelength is much shorter than the range of the 

scattering potential For a screened Coulomb potential and degenerate statis

tics , the Born approximation is valid when (2kF.\s )2 » 1 where ")...• is the screen-

ing length [Meyer and Bartoli 1981]. Usmg the standard Thomas-Fermi form of 

.\s, we find that the left side of this inequality is 2.1 for the 4002 material Thus 

the Born approximation is suspect. Surprisingly, an early analysis using the 

m ore accurate part1al wave scattering technique predicted larger conductivities 

than those of the B-H theory under identical conditions [Blatt 1957] The more 

elaborate studies of W.eyer and Bartol! [ 1981] lead to the same conclusion 

Unfortunately, the1r solutions are not analytic and are not presented for InSb in 

the sub-4 .2K region . 

Judging from the combmed sub-l.OK and 1.0-10K data shown in Fig 2 .2, the 

DC conductivity of the 4177 sample is not thermally activated. This is sho-w-n by 

the follovnng argument. By twice differentiating the activated conducliVlty func-

lion, we see 

(2 11) 

Thus at a temperature T=l:J.E /2k there is an inflect10n point below which a(T) IS 

concave upward and above which it is concave downward . For n-lnSb we expect 

6E, if it exists, to be some fract10n of the hydrogenic ground stale bindmg 

energy which is ~ 0.6 meV. The inflection point should then be at about 3 5K or 

less . Clearly, there is an inflection point in the combined 4177 data but the 
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second derJvaLJvc al that point has the wrong sign for activated conductivity. ln 

other words, the experimental data are concave downward below about l .OK and 

concave upward above this temperature . Furthermore, it appears that the very 

low data can be fit with a form a=ao(l+Ar*) where a 0 and A are constants [Dynes , 

private communication]. Thi s behavior is in accordance with a recent theory of 

impurity conduction in metals [AltshuJer and Aronov 1979]. 

2 .4.3 DC Conductivity Discussion 

We have just demonstrated that the DC conductivity at temperatures less 

than TF lies well below the prediction of simple r esidual conductivity theory. On 

the other hand, the temperature variation of the conductivity is not consistent 

with activated behavior. This leads to the conclusion that the present InSb is 

intermediate between being simple crystalline metalhc and insuJating . There 

are several possible reasons why the behavior is not simple metallic, all of which 

are beyond the scope of this thesis . However. l would like to comment briefly on 

these ideas to bring the discussion into a modern context. The first reason why 

the simple crystalline theories may fail is due to strong scattering . As 

emphasized by Peierls [ 1955]. any semi-classical theory based on the Boltzmann 

equation or any quantum mechanical theory based on a perturbation approxi

mation "ill fail when the scattering is very strong. The strength of the scatter

ing in a metal is measured by the produc t kFl where kF is the Fermi wavevector 

and 1 is the mean free path. This is equivalent to the product 2EFTI1i assuming 

that l=vFT where Tis the momentum relaxation time. Strong scattering is pre

valent when this product is ~1 . Using the carrier concentrations given in Table 

2 .1 and the experimental DC conductivity to obtain T via a=ne2T 1m•. we find 

that 2EFT/h~ 0 .4 for the 4177 material and Rl0.2 for the 4002 material , both 

taken at 4 .2K. This tmplies that scattering is indeed very strong. The physical 
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reason bchtnd this can be seen by comparing lhc screening length lo half 

the mler-lmpurily length. lnspeclion of Table 2.3 shows that these quanlllles 

are actually quite comparable . Thus . the electrons are never out of range of an 

impurity potential and are probably always being scattered. 

A second poss1ble reason why lhe simple metallic theory may fall IS due 

to electron correlation effects . ln calculating the cross section leading to Eqn. 

2 . 7 and 2 .1 0, the scattering IS assumed to lake place with a screened Coulomb 

potential. Beyond the screening length, the other electrons are implicitly 

assumed to be blmd ln reality, the electrons are correlated over a very large 

dlstance and in the process of screening an ionized impurity can undergo collec

tive excitations, which in one treatment are called plasmons [Pmes 1963]. The 

plasmons have a harmonic oscillator spectrum with a ground stale energy ~ hc.>p 

where c.>p is the plasma frequ ency Roughly speaking, we expect plasmon excita

tions lo be possible when "hc.>p ~kT where T is the bath temperature. This situa

tion doesn't usually arise in common metals because the plasma frequency is so 

large . However, inspection of Table 2 .3 reveals that hvp lkT is already about 1.2 

for the 4002 material at 4.2K. There has been some success recently in theoreti

cally mcluding correlation effects into the impurity scattering problem. The 

most notable work 1s that of Altshuler and Aronov [1979]. Their predictions have 

been experimentally confirmed by Morita et al. [1982]. Unfortunately, the 

theory apphes only to samples in which kFl> > 1. Thus it doesn't apply ngorously 

to the present lnSb despite the fact that sub-1 OK data of Dynes shown in Flg 

2 .2 give lhe predicted form . 

To see physically why the conductivity is not activated, or equivalently, why 

the electrons do not bmd to donors, we compare the value of the Bohr r adius 

{68 nm) to half the inter-impurity length. lnspection of Table 2 .3 shows that 

these quantities are nearly eqwvalent and nearly equal to the screening length 
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Thus. bes1des belng partially screened , the polenlials from netghborlng impurity 

atoms overlap somewhat. The time that an electron remains within the 

infiuence of one impurity is apt to be so smell that binding cannot occur. 

Table 2.3 

Physical parameters of two lnSb materials 

Material 4002 4177 

Fermi temperature 3.2K 5 .5K 

Thomas-Fermi screening length, 

73nm 64nm 
'A- ~ 
v~ 

Inter-impurity length, 
135nm 138 run 

Free electron plasma frequency, 

105 GHz 158 GHz 

Residual conductivity, 
0.32 1.37 

(1 I 0-cm) 

These experimental r esults are consistent with the vast majority of results 

published to dale . As dtscussed by Walton and Dull [1977]. all of the DC conduc-

tivity r esults available indicate that n-lnSb with donor concentrations 
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~1 x 1 014 /cc shows no sign of acllvated behav1or . They further stale that the 

temperature dependence of the conduclJvJly in such material should reflect 

variations of the electron mobility in the conduction band. Unfortunately, it 

appears that there is no satisfactory theory of the mobility in material having 

the punly and compensatiOn of the samples tested here 

2. 5 Thermal Conductance 

In addition to the DC electrical conductivity, an important property of InSb 

for submilllmeter detector applications is the thermal conductance of the elec

trons to the lattice In this section I will present my experimental results for 

the 4002 and 4177 samples. They will prove to be very useful in Chapter 3 when 

we discuss the performance of the Rollin mode detector . 

At liquid h elium temperatures. an electron r elaxes energetically by 

interaclmg with other electrons and acoustical phonons. lf the relaxation time 

with electrons is much less than with phonons, then the electron system as a 

whole will self-lhermalize. Consequently, it can be ascr ibed a distribution func

tion and a well-define d temperature, T8 , greater than or equal to the lattice tem

perature Tb. The requirements for self-thermahzation can be re-stated in terms 

of the electroruc density [Frohlich and Paranjape 1956]. The reqwrement for 

InSb is n,G108 /cc at 4 .2K. This is certainly true for all of our materials. Since 

freeze-out does not occur in any of these malenals down to 1.5K and probably 

lower, an electron gas t emperature will always be assumed for samples in zero 

magnetic field . 

When an lnSb sample is biased with electric fields, E~O.lV /em, T8 begms to 

rise sigrufi.cantly above Tb . There is an average power ftow, P, between the elec

trons and the latllce. Assuming that the electrical power absorbed by the 

bolometer fiows directly to the bath without healing up any other material , one 
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can apply the steady-stale power balance cond1t1on. 

P = G ( T, - T~ ) . (2 12) 

The quantity G is the static thermal conductance and is, in general, a function of 

both T, and T~ A physically more intereslmg quantity is the thermal conduc-

lance per electron. G, =GIN,, where N. is the total number of electrons in the 

sample A theoretical expressions for G, was first derived by Kogan [ 1963] 

assuming acoustical phonon interactiOns. 1 will not go into the theory m detail 

but only mention that G, oc(m •)2 s tf the electron-phonon interaclion 1s calcu-

lated usmg the deformation potenlial lb.is explains qualitatively why lnSb 

d.lsplays such pronounced hot electron effects . The low effective mass, 

m•=o 0 139 m 0 • makes the electronic thermal conductance about two orders less 

than that of Ge or S1 at comparable electnc fields Thus the fractional change of 

T, With mpul power IS very large compared to most other materials. This is the 

reason for the large bolometric responsivity, as discussed further in Chapter 3. 

Knowm.g the funclional form for the DC conduclivity, the value of G, for any 

malenal can be obtamed very simply from the 1-V characterisitcs of a represen-

talive sample The key idea here ts that the conductiVIty IS determmed mamly 

by electron mleraclJons With ioruzed tmpurilies and perhaps other crystal 

d efects These interactions depend only on T,. Therefore, the conductiVIty and 

the rests lance depend only on T, and one can wnle 

(2 .13) 

ln pracllce. thls expression was evaluated for the 4002 and 4177 samples a s 

foll ows At each point of the 1-V curves shown in F'1g. 2 4a. the resistance was 

measured and used Lo calculate the DC conduclJvtly The electron temperature 

was then determined by equaling the measured conductivity to the functional 
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form found lo ftl lhe data m Sec 2 4. a( T)=a0 [ 1 + ( T. IT,)~). The lola) number 

of electrons was calculated us1ng the concentralions m Table 2 1 and the known 

dimensions of the sample 

Shov.-n In F\g . 2 .3a and 2.3b are lhe curves of G. determined by the above 

procedure There are two notable features here . F1rst, the value of G. in 4002 IS 

nearly tWice that in the 4177 matenal Similar behavior was seen long ago by 

Kinch and was attributed 

10-16T-------~------r-------~------r-------~------~----~~----~ 

!Sx10- 1 ~ Tt>=4.2K 

4002 ~ 

5x1o- 1?: 

4x10- 1 ~ 4177 -

-

OL-----~------4-------~-----+------~------~----~----~ 
0 2 6 

F~.gure 2 3a: Static thermal conductance per electron vs electron tem
perature for two lnSb samples at 4.2K bath temperature . 

to screening effects [Kmch : 966] He surmtsed thal the electrons screen lhe 

electron-phonon mleraclion so lhal malenals wtlh greate r electron 

8 
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10- 16T-------~-------r------~-------.------~------~--------~-----. 

Sx10-1 Tba1 .5K 

4002 

6 x 10- 1 

4 x 10- 1 4177 

OL-------~------~----~-------4------~-------+------~------~ 
0 2 4 

r. [K] 

6 

F1gure 2 .3b: Stal!c thermal conductance p er electron vs electron tern
perature for two lnSb samples at 1. 5K ba th temperature. 

concentration (e .g , the 4177 material in the present study) would have smaller 

G8 . This issue has been taken up more r ecently by Kahlert and Bauer [ 1973] 

The second interestmg feature of Fig 2 .3 is that G9 for both m aterials is nearly 

constant m the range T8 = 2 0 to 6 .0K. Tlus wlll be a very useful fact when we 

come t o analyzing the bolometer r esponsivity in the next section and in Chapter 

3. 

8 
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2 .61-V Cbaraclcrisllcs: Demonstration of Bolometer Theory 

In lhts scclton. we dtsplay the 1-V characteristics of samples made of 

ditJerent materials and cooled to various temperatures in the liquid helium 

range . This section will serve to demonstrate the dramatic effect that seemingly 

slight dttferences in material parameters have on the 1-V curves ln addtlion. 

this sectton will serve to mtroduce, demonstrate and elaborate on bolometer 

theory . As we will see, this theory ts very useful m explam.1n.g the performance 

of the Roll tn mode de tector in Chapter 3 . 

Shov.-n m Ftg . 2.4a are the 1-V curves of a 4002 and 4177 material sample at 

ba th temperatures of 4.2 and 1.5K. These curves provide an interestmg contrast 

of different materials smce the geometries of the two slabs (given in Table 2.4) 

are nearly identical . Noltce the dramatic difference in lhe non-ohmic behavior 

of the cun·es. The dynamic resistance of the 4002 sample varies r apidly wtth 

b ias current and actually goes negative in a small region at 1.5K. 

As shov.Tl first by Jones [ 1953]. the magnitude of the ideal responsivity of 

any bolometer can be predtcted direc tly from the 1-V curve. If we assume con-

slant current bias condittons. the expression for lhe magnitude of the ideal 

r esponshi ty is . • 

T = R -Z 
2RI . (2.14) 

This expression was evaluated for the 1-V curves shown in Ftg 2.4a and the 

results are shown in Ftg. 2.4b . Nottce that a maximum in the r esponstvtty 

occurs for both samples at both temperatures The value of the maximum 

increases signiftcanlly as lhe temperature decreases, a well-known experimental 

• Con.s-.e.nt c·.J.-e.n: b1e.s is always applied to the !nSb bolometers here because, like ell "nege· 
tive" {i.e .. d i:VdP<O) bolometers. it then operates W.th ~mum responS:v1ty, maximum sta· 
b ility a.."ld rr_"l.:n.J.rn time constant relative to all possible bias conditions [Zwer dili"18 et al. 
1968). 
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F1g 2 .4a: Experimental 1-V curves for two JnSb samples at 1.5K and 4.2K 

fact. Also notice that the maxJ.mum occurs al a bias current well below that at 

which the dynamic impedance goes to zero. Zero or negative dynarmc 

impedance is seen in many good bolometers and does not necessarily indicate 

any critical behavior or threat of instability. 

A useful exercise is lo introduce another expression for the 1deal 

bolometnc respons1V1ty that 1s related lo the sample physical prope r ties . As 

shown by Zwerdling el al. [ 1968], the expression in Eqn. 2 . 14 can be r e-stated as 

r = -ldRidP 
1 - ! 2dRI dP 

-I (dR I dT8 )(dT8 I dP) 

1-I2(dRi d T8 )(dT8 IdP) . 
(2 .15) 
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Fl.g. 2 4b ldeal responsiVJty for two lnSb samples at 1.5K and 4.2K 

Now recall that in Sec 2.5, the experimental thermal conductance was found to 

be a slowly varying function of e lectron t emperature. lf we assume for the 

moment that it is temperature independent, then from Eqn 2 .1 2 dP / dT8 =G 

Furthermore, the denvative dR/dTe can be evaluated using the empirical con-

duclivity relation, a = a0 [ 1 + ( T.l T1 )z]. Thus we can evaluate Eqn. 2.15 as a 

function of b1as current for any electron temperature . The results for the 4002 

sample are shown in F1g . 2.5b Notice that the theoretical curve doesn't show 

two peaks as does the curve based on the Eqn 2.14. By inspection of F1g 2 .4a, 

we see that the peak at higher bias current r eflects the negat1ve dynamic 
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resi s tance region of the 1-V curve. This negative resistance was only seen m the; 

4002 material b elow -2K and d1d nol appear in any of the other materials at any 

temperature tested 

The real advantage of using Eqn. 2.1 5 instead of Eqn. 2 .12 is that it allows 

pred1cl10n of the ideal r esponsiVIty at temperatures where an 1-Y 1s not yet avail -

able . For example, if we make the same assumptions as above. the theoretical 

r esponsivity at 0.3K can be calculated and IS shown in Flg . 2.5. Not1ce that 
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F1g. 2.5 : Ideal and theoretical r esponsiVIly for the 4002 sample. 

the pred1cled maXImum at 0.3K is only about 25% larger than the max1mum al 

1.5K Thls implies that it is probably nol worth cooling the bolometer down to 

-

-
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0.3K smce such a temperature can only be reached (e .g , usi ng 3Hc systems) 

with much more effort than that expended to get to 1.5K 

Another important application or Eqn 2.15 is in deriving what 1 call the 

geometncal theorem of bulk bolometers. The first step of the derivation Is to 

re-write the quantity 12 dR I dP as, 

H = 12 dR = _ E.__!!:.g_ 
dP a dp (2 .1 6) 

where pis the b1as power absorbed pe r unit volume and a is the DC conductnn.ty. 

By inspection, we see that this quantity is intensive (i.e ., doesn't scale w1th the 

volume) Next, asswning that the bias electric field is uniform, we can r e-write 

Eqn 2 .15 as 

r H 1 ]1 e r = -[ ( -1* - = -1 -H ap A A 
(2.17) 

where A is the bias current cross section and 0 is a new quantity 1 call the 

responsivtty constant. Clearly 0 IS intensive and considered as a function of p, 

depends only on the given material and bath temperature . Therefore , 1f 0 (p ,Tb) 

has a maximum at some particular p , then the open circuit r esponsivity of a. 

dEte ctor rna.de of tha.t material 'IJ.Jill ha.ve a. maximum tha.t depends geometri-

ca.lly orrl.y on the current cr oss section. 

We saw m F1g 2.4b and Ftg. 2 5 that two different samples displayed maxima 

in the ideal r esponsivily at some bias current, lma.x Th.ls r esult 1s typ1cal: every 

JnSb sample l tested showed a max~mum in the ideal responsivity when operated 

at 4.2K or less . Therefore, the geometrical theor em is applicable . To demon-

strate it, 1 show in Table 2 .4 the responsivity parameters of three 4002 samples 

of vastly different geometry. The parameters lmu. and Smax were measured 

d:lreclly from the 1-V curves using Eqn. 2.14 and the current cross section was 
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measured using a micrometer or a microscope reticle . NolJcc that the values of 

a are close, as they should be . The small difference is due. in part. to the fact 

that the 4002 wafer was not homogeneous . However, the three detectors were 

taken from close enough points in the wafer to preclude large differences in 

material parameters . 

Table 2.4 

Responsivity parameters of some 4002 samples at 4.2K 

(symbols are defined in the text) 

Sample 
A [em x em] lmax [J.L A] Smu [KVIW] e (V-cm2 /W] 

geometry 

slab .24x .035 210 1.1 9.2 

bar 
.035x.035 22 8.1 9 .9 

detector 

needle 
.020x.020 9 21.5 8 .9 

detector 

Some interestmg implications of the geometrical theorem are as follows 

The maximum responsivity of a uniform bolometer operating at a particular 

b a th temperature will not increase with length However, it will be greatly 

enhanced by decreasing the detector bias cross section This is the fact that 

explains the superior results that have been obtamed with the waveguide 

mounted InSb hot electron bolometer [Phillips and Jefferts 1973]. In this 

configuration the d etector is an induct1ve post which can be made very thin . 
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Many fre e space coupled detector schemes have been buill over the years bul 

have not performed nearly as we ll, moslly because the bolometer is t hen mad e 

wide in one transverse dimension and has relatively poor responsivity. 

2 . 7 Absorption Coefficient of InSb in lhe Submillimeter Region 

Despite the widespread detector applications , there exist surprisingly little 

e}.-perimental data regarding the submilhmeter wave absorption properties of 

InSb. From his measurements of direct detector r esponse spectra, Pulley 

[ 1963] concluded that the absorption was Drudian. Vystavkin et al. [ 1968] deter

mined the absorption from t he transmission coefficient through slabs and found 

it to be distinctly non-Drudian . They found the absorptiOn to exceed the Drudian 

prediction and to decrease with frequency faster than c.>-2. More r ecently, Aren

darchuk et al. [ 1973] found lhal in material with low carrier concentration and 

high compensation, the absorption is- consistent v.ith the presence of distinct 

donor pairs or, equivalently, singly ionized hydrogen molecules. They deduced 

this from several peaks in the absorption spectrum below 300 GHz. 

In the present section, the absorption coefficient is determined from the 

transmission through thin slabs in the range 10-40 cm-1 . The r esults have 

formed the basis of a publication [Brow-n 1985a]. The instrument used was the 

Fourier transform spectrometer described in Appendix 3. 

2. 7. 1 Theory of Absorption and Transmission Coefficients 

A general expression for the optical absorption coeffictent is [Jackson 

1975] , 

(2 .18) 
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where tr is the real part of the dielecln c- fun cLJon , Et is the imagmary pa.rl and 

J.1. is the magnetic permeability, assumed equal to 1 henceforth . ln practice, the 

absorption coefficient of a material is often obtained from the experimental 

transmission through thin slabs . A theoretical expression relating these two 

quantities is (Born and Wolf 1975], 

t 2 exp( -2y1']) 
T'p (v,'l9) = 2 ) ) ) (2 .19) 

1 + {Jrp exp(-4y1'] - (l+{J rp cos(2y:> + 2x1'] exp(-2y1']) 

tan y:> = 2ycos 19 (2.22) 
x 2 + y 2 - cos2 19 

where Tp (v,'\9) is the transmission coefficient for a plane wave incident and out

g oing in vacuum at angle 19 with r espect to the normal and having polarization 

denoted by p . The quantities Tp and tp are the interface refiection and 

transmission coefficient s, and 1']=2rrs v/ c where s is the sample t hickness. The 

parameter f3 ( =-1 ... 1) r epr esents the quality of the s lab: {3= 1 corresponds to per-

fectly pa r allel fa ces and {3=-1 corresponds to wedged faces. Eqn. 2.1 9 is gen-

erally valid for any material, including metals, provided that plane waves pro-

pagate through the slab with negligible diffraction. This occurs, of course. when 

the wavelength is much smaller than the transverse dimension of t he slab. 

Under these conditions. the mean transmission coefficient of an incident beam 

at fr equency v is, 

T( v) = 
"Ef Tp(v,'l9) wp (O)cos('l9)d0 

"EJ Wp (O)cos(,)d 0 
p 

(2 .23) 
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where the sum Is over polarization p arallel and perpend icular to the plane of 

incidence. Wp (0) is the angular wetghting fun ction for the incident beam. equal 

to 1 for isotropic radiation and random polarizations. 

Inspection of Eqn. 2. 19 shows that under the conditions, tr = constant, 

tr>>1 and tr>>t,, the separation b etween successive maxima or mimma of the 

transmiss ion spectrum will b e 6 vr:::Jc/ (2sv'i';:} This approximation will remain 

accurat e even when tr is not constant proVIded t hat it varies htlle over the 

period of the fr inges . This fact will be used b elow t o d etermine tr(v) of lnSb in 

the millimeter wavelength r egion 

We can m ake a simple application of the above theory using the AC Drude 

model of m etals [Ashcroft and Mermin 1975) , 

(2.24) 

(2.25) 

where to is the contribution of the background lalltce, n is the carrier concen-

tration and -y is the momentum r elaxation frequency. This is not t o say that the 

Drude theor y necessarily applies to the present experiment . On the contrary, 

the present experimental conditions always satisfy h v>kT so that one might 

expect the absorption process t o b e quantum mechanical (Jensen 1975]. The 

simplest relevant quantum theory of absorption is b ased on the process of 

inverse Bremsstrahlung: i.e., the e lectron r esid ing in a continuum slate of an 

ionized impurity center is photo-excited inlo a higher ener gy continuum state 

The expression found to be most appropriate for lhis experiment is [Meyer 1958, 

Vtsvanathan 1960), 

(2 .26) 
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where f1t is the ionized impurity density , Z is Its charge, h Is Planck's constant, 

k ls Boltzmann's constant. T ls the temperature of the material and {J=hv l kT. 

This expression was derived using a low electron energy approximation due to 

Elwert [Bethe and Salpeler 1957] and predicts a significantly higher value of 

absorption than similar formulae based on the Born approximation. 

2 .7.2 Experiment 

Two d ifferent slabs of n-type InSb material were prepared and tested. Both 

samples were cut with a wire saw out of wafers purchased from Cominco Inc. 

The samples were then mechanically lapped and chemically etched down to a 

thickness slightly less than 0.04 em. Low resistance contacts were soldered on 

two opposing ends using sulfur-doped indium. The DC conductivity of these sam

ples was studied in Sec 2.4 and the impurity concentrations were presented for 

the 4177 and 4002 matenals in Sec. 2.3. Displayed m Table 2.5 are the proper

lies of these samples that are relevant lo this section. 

The Fourier transform spectrometer used for this experiment is described 

at length in Appendix C. In the present experiment, the spectral resolution is 

ov/ c = .61 cm-1 Transmission coefficients are obtained by the substitution pro

cedure . F1rst a background spectrum is taken with an InSb bolometer. Then 

the InSb slab is placed directly in front of the detector and a second spectrum is 

recorded and then divided by the background spectrum. This ratio is, in princi

ple. the transmission coefficient of Eqn. 2.23 w1th Wp= l. In practice several tech

niques were found necessary t o make the substitution procedure accurate . 

First, the refl ections off the background detector had to be minimized to avoid 

standing waves be tween it and the slab. To accomplish this, the background 

detector had a small cross section compared to the exit aperture of the cone 

and was backed by Eccosorb. Second, it was important to filler out the incident 
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Table 2 .5 

Size and material properties or the two JnSb slabs tested 

Parameter 4177 sample 4002 sample 

0.27x0.28 0.20x0.24 
D1mensions (em) 

x0.038 x0.035 

0 .19@ 2 .2K 0.095@ 2 .2K 

DC eonduel1vily (1/0-cm) 0.36@ 4.2K 0.20@ 4 2K 

0.77@ 7.5K 0.52@ 7.5K 

Real parl dlelectne funct10n @ 10-4-0 em- 1, a= 18 8 a=l8.5 

Er =a-b!l. b=59.8 em-1 b=42.0 em-1 

Fermi velocity (cm / s) l.lx107 8.3x106 

Inter-unpurily length. 
138nm 135nm 

(lin.) 1/ 3 

near-infrared radialion well enough so lhat the addition of the lnSb slab did nol 

alter the respons1V1ty of the background deleclor. A 0.010 inch thick sheet of 

black polyethylene placed across the exit aperture was sutr1cient for this pur

pose 

To determine the absorptiOn coefficient from lhe transmission spectrum, 

the followmg procedure was used First lhe real part of lhe dielectnc functiOn 

was obtamed from the separation of adjacent peaks m lhe spectrum. Because 
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the true position of the peaks could not b e det ermmed very accurately, thJ s 

techruque gave a rather crude estLmalc of tr However, It cild !nd1cate that for 

each of the samples tested tr was a monotonically increasing function of 

wavenumber in the region 10-40 cm- 1. Wtth Uus fact in mind, tr was then set 

equal to a-bA. The two free parameters, a and b , were determmed by graphically 

fitting Eqn 2 .23 to the ent1.re transmtssion spec trum . This technique yielded a 

better estimate of &r. particularly at the shorter wavelengths 

The ne"i. step m determining the absorptton was the suppression of the 

osc illation m the expenmental spectrum Thls was accomplished by construct

mg two piecewise linear curves, one through the maXIma of the spectrum and 

one through the nuruma. The anthmet1c m ean of these two curves was then 

equated to the theoretical transmisston assummg {3=- 1 in Eqn 2 .19. Usmg the 

known values of &r (v), the imaginary part of the dielectric fun ctiOn was then 

solved for numencally by iteratton and the a bsorption was calculated us1ng Eqn 

2 .18. The accuracy of this procedure was tested on theoretical transmission 

spectra generated usmg the AC Drude m odel With m atenal parameters 1dent1cal 

t o those of our lnSb slabs and assuming t:o= 17.88, m •=0.0139mc. whe r e m 0 IS 

the free electron mass The uncertainty m a was found t o be less than 5%. The 

procedure 1s least accurate when &r changes rap1dly over a wavenumber region 

comparable to the penod of oscillatiOn We do not expect any sharp structure m 

&r over the -3 5 cm- 1 p enod of our sample transmission spectra 

For the samples t ested, the most reproducible values of the absorpllon 

coefficient wer e obtamed when a~ 3 cm- 1. Below this value. the change m the 

background detector s1gnal due to the insertion of lhe slabs was comparable l o 

the uncert ru nty of the detector s1gnal In addJtton. after an exp e riment with a 

dummy quart z slab, 1t was dec1ded tha t the data "'ere only accurate above 

r oughly 10 cm-1 The problem b elow thl s wavenumber IS caused e1ther by 
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diffraction associat ed with the slab or the effect of the diminishing dens1ty of 

radiation modes at frequencies n ear the waveguid e cutoff. ln either case. It Is 

doubtful that Eqn 2 .19 accurately describes the observed transmission 

coetr1cienl. The condensing cone has an eXIt aperture of .25 em diameter which 

corresp onds t o a cutoff frequency of 69 GHz (2.3 cm- 1) for the TE11 m ode of cir

cular waveguid e . 

2 . 7.3 Absorption Results 

Entered in Table 2.5 are the expressions for the real part of the dielectr ic 

func t10n obtained for our samples at 4.2K In the 10-40 cm- 1 range, the value of 

£r for the 4177 sample 1s slightly greater than that for the 4002 sample . This is 

consistent with the Drude model considering that the 4177 sample has gr eater 

carrier concentration 

ShoKn in Fig . 2.6a are the experimental absorption spectra for the samples 

at 4 .2K There are two obvious fe atures of these spectra that might be familiar 

t o workers m the milllmeter wave regi on. First, the absorption decreases mono

t onically ~ith frequency, the rate of decrease being greatest at the lowest 

wavenumbers. Second, the absorption in the 4177 sample exceeds that in the 

4002 sample by a nearly constant factor across the band This can be explained 

qualitatively, as for the values of £ r , by the greater carrier concentration of the 

4177 matenal. An une>.:pected feature in the 4177 spectr um is the step-like 

s t ructure around 26 cm- 1. 

To see the effect of elevated electron gas temperature , we plot in F1g . 

2 .6b the absorption spectra of the 4177 sample at T8 =2.2K,4.2K.7 .5K, and 17.9K 

The last two temperatures were allained by healing the electron gas with a DC 

bias while keepmg the bath at 4.2K. The value of T8 for a g1ven bias pomt, 

(l.V,R), 1s equal to the bath t emperature. Tb. at which the zero b1as resistance 
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has the value R [cf Sec. 2 .5] We immediately see from Fig. 2 Sb that the 

absorption coefficient at the lowest wavenumbers decreases with increasing T8 

while the absorption at the high end is practically independent of temperature 

The absorption spectrum of the 4002 sample was also measured at 2 2K lt was 

found to be almost exaclly equal to the absorption at 4.2K and therefore is not 

shown here 

In F1gures 2 . ?a and 2 . 7b we plot the predictions of the simple theories con-

sidered m lh1s thes1 s. Using a value of -y obtained from the DC conductivity, the 

AC Drude theory gives rather poor agreement w1th the 2 2K data for the 4177 

-

40 
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sample and lhe 4 .2K data of lhe 4002 sample. Specifically, il underestimates the 

absorption well below and overestimates it well above 20 cm-1 ln contrast, the 

quantum theory g1ves good agreement near the ends of the band bul slightly 

underesllmates the absorption in between. 

Jn Ft.gures 2 .8a and 2.8b, the theoretiCal curves are compared to the experi-

mental absorption of the 4177 sample at T1 =4.2 and biased to T, =7.5K. Notice 

that the predictton of the Drude theory improves greatly as lhe temperature is 

increased Al T8 = 7.5K. the Drude theory yields good agreement w1lh experi-

menl In comparison, lhe preciJction of lhe quantum theory gels slightly worse 
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Ftg. 2.7a: Absorption spectra for 4177 sample at 2.2K. experiment-+, 
AC Drude theory- dashed, quantum theory- continuous . 

as the temperature increases. At T8 =7.5K it underestimates the absorption 

over most of the band . 

2 . 7.4 Discussion 

The r esults presented in this paper h elp explain certain key aspects of the 

performance of lnSb hot electron bolometers. ln particular , it is now c lear why 

the device performance improves so much a s the bath temperature is 

decreased in the liquid helium range. Part of the reason is the non-DrudJan 

absorption di splayed by lnSb. With a r eduction in bath temperature. the DC 
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r es1stance and related responsJVlty both mcrease significantly while the submil-

limeter absorption changes very litll e. ln fact, over most of the spectrum stu-

rued, the absorption actuaJly mcreases v.ith decreasing temperature 1\olice by 

comparing Fig . 2 .7a and 2.Ba lhat if the absorption was Drud1an then the value of 

ex at 16 cm- 1 would decrease by a factor of about 1.5 between T8 =4.2K and 

T8 =2.2K (these are the approximate electr·on gas temperatures at the opllmum 

bolometer bias with the bath at 3.3K and 1.2K. r espectively) This would oppose 

the inc r ease in responsivity and lead to htlle or no improvement of performance 

at the reduced temperature 

40 
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A second aspect of bolometer performance lhal our resuJ t s b egm lo explain 

is the dependence of absorption on material properties. In partiCular, the 

promising agreement between expenment and the quantum theory (Eqn 2.26) 

suggests that the absorpllon coeffiCient may depend simply on the product of 

t he carrier concentration and the the total ionized impurity concenlralwn. 

From Table 2 .1 we see that the two samples t ested d1ffer primarily in carrier 

concentration. Therefore. before any conclusiOns are drawn, it wouJd be wise to 

l est a th1rd matenal With much different total impurity concenlralJOn and s1mi-

lar earner concenlralJOn to our samples. Male na] with much higher carrier 
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concentration would not be particularly interesting since it would be more 

m etallic (t.e., DC re sistivity less dependent on temperature) and more likely 

descnbed well by Drude theory 

Finally, it should be m entioned that the quantum theory of absorp tion used 

in thls paper is val1d only for c..>T>> l. wh er e Tis the eff ect1ve collls10n lime. This 

cond1t1on ts due, at least in part, to short time hrmtations on Fermi 's golden r ule 

of perturbation theory [Cohen-Tannoudji et a l. 1977]. Allhough the value ofT m 

our samples is uncertam and m igh t depend on frequency in a comphcated way , 

a r ough approximation should be T~l!v1 wh ere l is the mean in int er-unpunty 
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cilstancc and v1 1s lhC' Fcrm1 veloc1ty ror the 4177 sample. lh1s approxJmallon 

yields T ~ 1.25x:o-12 s and lhus 1 IX>>4 .2 cm- 1 is the appli cable range or lhe 

quantum theory. Another potential limitation is that the Bremsstrahlung 

analysts 1s done only tor electronic scattermg from a Coulomb center of opposite 

charge ln other words, Eqn 2 26 IS correct only for ionized donors The contri

bution to absorption should be somewhat less for acceptors than for donors 

because the electron is drawn closer to and hence scattered more from the 

positively charged donors. 
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S. Roll an Mode Dclcclor Studies 

3.0 Introduction 

For about the ftrsl half of my graduate studies, J spent a great deal of 

time working wilh the Rollm mode bolometer . The heterodyne detector 

geometry had already been optimized by Phillips and Jefferts [1973]. Jn adcil

tion, an optimum material had been found and a mixer made of this malenal 

was already gathering astronomical data up to about 500 GHz. ll was my task to 

improve the detector performance by obta.ming or producing , in some way, 

better material. Of particular concern was improving the detector bandwidth. 

Therefore , 1 purchased some new lnSb wafers from Cominco Inc . and began 

learrung to make and lest wavegwde mounted mixe rs . Some heterodyne tests 

were conducted above 600 GHz using a JPL carcinotron as a local osctllator. ~o 

conc lw::ive r esults were obtained from these t ests, primarily due to serious 

problems v.ith the carcinotron. Lackmg any other viable local oscillator scheme 

for the 600T GHz region, 1 therefore elected t o study InSb bolometers experi

m entally m direct detection ln a parallel effort , 1 investtgated the theory of 

heterodyne performance 

In thl s chapter, l first present the r esult s of the cilrect detection stud1es . 

Of partlcular interest is the comparison of diffe r ent lnSb matenals . 1 then 

present the r esulls of the experimental notse m easurements. Jn the last sec

tlon, 1 will present the results of the theorclJcal heterodyne s t udy . Thls study 

was made posstble by much of the experimental data acquired during the thes1s 

work. l belleve il super sedes any previous analysts of lhe heterodyne bolometer 
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3. 1 Experimental Absolute Response 

In thts section, I compare the spectral response of three dtfierent lnSb hot 

electron bolometers. We saw in the previous chapter that the optimum hot elec

tron bolometer geometry is that which minimizes the b ias cross section There

fore, the detectors made for the present study are all long thm bars. The 

dimensions of the detectors are nearly identical. The only difference between 

them ts the matertal type . One of the detectors was made from the opttmum 

4002 matenal The other two were made from the 4190 and 4177 wafers pur

chased especially for this research. The precise dimensions and other impor

tant properties are swnmarized in Table 3.1. 

The absolute spectral response was measured with a Fourier transform 

spectrometer (FTS). The spectrometer consists of a RIIC 720 :N:ichelson inter

ferometer, a light ptpe and condensmg cone assembly to couple the radiatton 

down into a liqui d he liwn cryostat, signal processing electronics, a minicom

puter. and a graphics t erminal The spectrometer design and signal processing 

technique are d tscussed at length m m Appendtx C. Detectors are mounted 

across the exit aperture of the condensing cone Absolute calibratton of detec

tor response spectra was a ccomplished \\ith the folla>\ing procedure. Ftrst a 

spectrum was obtained from a Golay cell (Pye-Unicam) mounted at the bottom 

of the cone in the same position as the detector s of mterest This p articular 

Golay cell h as a wedged d.tamond \\ind ow that makes its overall spectr al 

response very ftat in the far-infrared. I then obtained a low wavenumber spec

trum using the 4 002 slab sample as a detector. It was caltbrated by separate 

m easurement of ils absorption, dielec tri c conslanl (cf. Sec. 2 7) and ideal 

r esponsiv1ly (volts/watt absorbed) . Usmg this dala , lhe Golay spectrum was 

scaled lo be the absolute power spectrum at the bollom of the cone. All of the 

l es t detector results were then dtvided by the correclly scaled Golay spectrum 
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Shown m F1g. 3.1 a are the absolulC' spC'c trul r esponses for the three d e t ec

tors The response for all three rapidly r olls off t o a bout 25 cm - 1. Above Uus 

wavenumber, the rollotJ is much more gradual . Shown ln Fig . 3. lb are the 

theoretical absolute responsivity spectra for the 4002 and 4 177 detec tors. 
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Fig 3 :a· Experimental absolute r esponse for three ln.Sb detectors of 
1dent1cal geometry but different matenal 

Each theoreti cal spectr um is the p r oduc t of the ideal bolometnc respons1v1ty 

and the coupling e ff1c 1ency spectrum for t he individual delec l or. Th e coupling 

e tJJCie ncy at any wavenumber . 7'} . I S the frac t ion of inc1dent powe r that is usefully 

absorbed Jt is de t e rmmed numencally using a special computer progr am The 

only r eqUir ed mformaUon for the program 1s t he exper imental absorpllon 
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Table 3.1 

Properties of the three deleclors tested 

Detector 1 2 3 

Material 4002 4 177 4190 

.24x. 036 .24x.033 .24x.038 
Dtmensions (em) 

x .036 x.033 x .038 

Bias current (J.LA), 20@ 4.2K 
30 20 

ln 12@ 2.2K 

Resistance.R (KO), 1.05@ 4 .2K 
0 .64 1.12 

I=18 .B=O KG 2.42@ 2.2K 

Dynamic resistance, .71 @ 4.2K 

Z (KO), 0 .49 0.75 
1.53@ 2.2K 

I=l8 .B=O KG 

Ideal r esponsivity (KV / W) 8.1@ 4.2K 

R-Z 3.9 8.3 
r= 2RI .l =ln 15 3@ 2.2K 

Experimental response, 3 2@ 4.2K 

(KV / Watt) , 1.2 2.1 
3 8@ 2.2K 

J=ln.B=O KG.a=17 cm-1 

coet!Jc1ent spectrum gtven m Sec 2 7 and the d tmensions of the detector The 

fac t that the experimental r esponse is much less than the theoretical r esponse. 
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F1g 3 1 b · Theoretical responsivity for the 4002 and 4177 detectors 

even at the low frequency end , 1s explained by the small area of the detectors 

compared to lhe exil aperture of the condensing cone. Recall that the callbra-

tton detector was a slab sample that filled the exit aperture . 

There are two aspects of the expenmental response spectra that deserve 

further allenlton. Ftrsl, nottce that the response of the 4002 detector exceeds 

that of the other two at the low end of the band . This is concrete evidence that 

the 4177 and 4190 materials are mfcnor. Second, notice that the 4002 r esponse 

appears to roll off much faster than the 4177 r esponse . Thls IS constslcnt with 

the fact that the absorption coefftcJenl rolls off faster in the 4002 matenal than 
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it does in lhC' 41 77 malenal (cf Sec 2 7) 

Fmally, nol!CC tha t thC' response or all three detectors practically levels off 

above roughly 30 cm-1. This Implies that the absorption coefficient also levels 

off in that region and is consistent with the experunental performance observed 

by others [G. Blake pnvate communicatiOn]. This behaVIor is contrary to the 

prediction of both the Drude and inverse-Bremsstrahlung theories of absorption 

and deserves furth e r study Recall that the samples that 1 studied m Sec 2 7 

were too thin to obtain good data at high wavenumbers 

3.2 Noise or the Hot Electron Bolometer 

In tb.ls sect10n 1 present the experimental notse spectra of a hot electron 

bolometer and compare them to theory . The results have formed the basts of a 

pubhcal1on ~ Brown 1984] L'nttl very recently, the notse generated by non-ohnuc 

JnSb v.as never descnbed very accurately. W.ost workers claimed that the 

observed noise m the absence of background r ad1at1on "as some combmation of 

phonon no1se and Johnson notse [Kmch and Rolhn 1963, Pulley 196Lr] The usual 

semiconductor g-r noise is ms1gnificant in lnSb at liqwd helium temperatures 

because the conducllon electrons have a negllgible probability of recomb1rung 

with holes and zero probability of recombirung with ioruzed donors. In the 

bolometer sample studied here, shot noise is msigmficant because the contacts 

are alloyed With sulfur doped mdium and do not form p-n or Schottky barrier 

modes 
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3 .2. 1 Uolomclcr Noise Theory 

Htgh quality bolometers usually have two stgntficant noise mechanisms 

Phonon noise is fluctuations in the power ftow between the bolometric medium 

and the b ath due to phonon population fluctuations . ln general. the phonons of 

concern are those in the bolometer, in the thermal link t o the bath and m the 

bath itself. The general theory is fairly complicated and is presented by Mather 

[1982] ln this section, l will be concerned only Wllh the hot electron bolometer . 

For t hls deVlce, the bolometnc med1um is the electron gas, the bath is the lat

ti ce and the thermal link is the electron-phonon interactions. The approximate 

ex-pression for the power spectral density is [Pulley 1964], 

(3 . 1) 

where k ts Boltzmann's constant and K is the dynamic thermal conductance (see 

Sec . 3.3 for definitton) . The relevant temperature here is Tb because the bath 1s 

the only source of phonons 

The second tmportant source of noise in bolometers is Johnson or thermal 

noise. This is fluctuations in the local electnc field (and thus the voltage across 

the enlire sample) due to electron velocity or momentum fluc tuations. Under 

conditions of zero b1as , the Johnson noise spectral density is the familiar eqwll

brium result , 

(3 2) 

Under biased conditions, the Johnson noise m tugh-quality bolometers ts not 

described correctly by most non-equilibrium theories . For example, the gen

eraltzed .l\yqutst expression for spectral density. 4k T Re Z(c.;) is obviously wrong 

because t he real part of the bolometer dynamic impedance can be negative. 

The non-equihbnum theory that has been used most often m the past 1s Simply 
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lhe> e>qutllbnum Johnson notse expression w1lh lhe temperaturE' bcmg lhal of lh e> 

bolomclnc mednun. 

(3 3) 

Surprisingly, lhi s expression overesltmales lhe lola! observed noise In high

quality InSb hol electron bolometers by as much as a factor of 2 

In a recent paper concerning bolometer noise. Mather prov1ded lhe first 

correct explanation of the non-equilibrium Johnson n01se [Mather 1982) To 

understand tlus effect, we must first realtze thallhe power ftow between Lhe btas 

supply and the bolometer ftuctuales due lhe thermal or "open-circuit" Johnson 

noise m lhe bolometer As emphasized by W.:ather. the rms value of llus power 

ftow 1s detected by the bolometer like any other absorbed power. Tlus generales 

a n01se voltage across the bolometer thal adds coherently to the open-c1rcu1L 

noise voltage lf the bolometer ts a negaltve type (i.e .. dR /dP<D) . the added vol

tage at low frequencies will be 180 degrees out of phase \\lth the open-circuit 

voltage To calculate the exact magnitude of this effect. let's assume that a 

measurement of the narrow band. rms notse voltage 1s m ade al a frequency 

wluch IS much less than the bolometer band\\ldth The total notse voltage meas

ured across the negative bolometer \\ill then be. 

(3 4) 

where r ts lhe ideal bolometnc r esponsi\"lty gtven by Eqn 2 :4 and P8 IS lhe 

mstantaneous power ftow between the bias supply and lhe electron gas caused 

by the "open-loop" Johnson no ise voltage Smce the bolometrtc medtum IS self

thermallzed. thi s open-ctrcuil no1se voltage is simply ei in Eqn. 3.3. The mstan

tancous power ftow IS fully correlated wtth eJ so that tf we assume constant 

current b1as condttlons. PB = I ·eJ Therefore, 
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l'J = e1 (l - r ·J) . (3.5) 

For a h1gh-qua l1ty lnSb hot electron b olometer, r can be a large fract1on of 1/1 m 

magnitude . The m easured noise will then be significantly less than lhe "open-

loop" value 

3 .2 .2 Noise Experiment 

To test the above theor y with satisfactory precision, it is necessary to have 

a circuit model incorporating both the bolometer and amplifier no1se mechan-

isms. This model, shown in Fig 3.2, consists of the bolometer equivalent circwt 

of Jones [ 1953] w1th eqwhbrium Johnson n01se source in series and the source, 

- ej /2, placed in the signal generator position. The later source represents the 

F1gure 3.2 : Noise equivalent c1rcuit for lnSb bolometer coupledto an 
FET preamp. Tills circwt includes generators for Johnson, phonon, 
amplifier and b1as r esistor no1se contribul!ons .Symbols are defined m 
the text 
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fiuctu alions In the p ower n ow b etween b lEls supply a n d e lectron gns . Th.ls power 

flow an d the p owe r due t o p honon fluct uatiOns are b ot h d e t ected by the b olome-

ter a s any signal would b e . 

The passive element s of the noise m odel are d e fl.n e d in t erms of e xper-

imentally measurable q uanlilies 

RZ 
RN = R- z 

L = I_ R [R + z] 
2 R - Z 

[ 
2R ) [~~ 

T= 'Tr Z+'RJ ~· 

(3 6) 

(3 7) 

(3.8) 

The llme constants T and 'Tr are discussed in Sec. 3.3. The quantity ZL is 

t he load impedance. Up to this poml, the load impedance has been 

assumed to be infinite The preamp used for the power spectrum measure-

rnents conststs of t wo parallel 2!\6550 Si JFETs in the common source 

configuratiOn lt has an input impedance al t he frequencies of mterest 

(>200 kHz) represented by the capacitor, Cr . The load rmpedance iS thus 

the parallel combinallon of Cr and the bias r esistor. RB . Since RB is very 

large for constant current bias, the load impedance is almost purely capa-

citive . This complicates the analysis and ts an unavoidable consequence of 

using a hlgh-tmpedance, room temperature operated amplifier wruch gen-

erates less voltage noi se than lhe lnSb bolometer. 

Other than the bolomete r, the mosl significant source of noise is the 

preamp. A physical model of JF'ET noise includes a voltage generator for 

channel thermal notse, a shunt current generator represenllng gale noise. 

and a correlatiOn between the two [Robmson 1974). These generators are 
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placed after the amplifier input impedance. Note that the model m f1g 3 2 

has only the voltage generator . This generator alone d ominates the total 

amplifier noise contribution for source resistances less than 5 kO and fre-

quencies less than about 1 MHz: conditions always maintained in the 

present experiment The voltage spectral density is 

(3.9) 

where RA 1s the noise r esistance and TA is the amb1ent temperature. Also 

note that the model in F1g 3.2 has a shunt capacitance, C2 placed after eA 

This r epresents the effect of feedback on the channel thermal n oise . The 

feedback occurs through the parasillc gate-drain capacitance and is more 

commonly known as the Miller effect. 

The least sigmftcanl source of noise is the bias circuit . The bias res1s-

tor contributes thermal noise , 

(3 .10) 

while the bias battery is assumed quiet. We can now write the total 

theoretical voltage spectral density at the preamp input as the incoherent 

sum of bolometer, amplifier and bias r esistor components . 

' . 
t'' 

I r 
SP R 2

/ 412 + Si [C~-+ RN)2 + (c..>L)2 + t A + tB 

(R + RN - c.l RLCr )2 + (c..>L + c..>RRN C)2 (3. 11) Sr (!) = 

(3.12) 

<-• (,.. • r h 

I 
(3 .13) 

where c7 = C1 + C2 and it was assumed c..>R8 Cr» l and RB>>R. Eqn. 3.11 
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descr ibes a resonant c!rcu il c onstsling or an Inductive bolometer shunted 

by a cap acitive amplifier. P a rt or the exper im ental work was lo m easure 

all the parameters in this equation so that an ac curate calculation could 

be m ad e of the n on-equihbnum noise model. 

The second p or lion of t he experimental work mvolved measuring the 
\ 

sample noise spectrum d irectly. Tw o features of lnSb mad e th1s t ask 

unusually strrughlforward compar ed t o lyptcal bolometer experiments 

Ftrsl, because of the relatively small l1me constant, T ...... 2 x 10-7 sec., we 

could measure t he noise over a wide bandwid th, but well above t he 1 If 

r egime of the sample and all the electronics. Second, t he r esistance of our 

sample, R > 1k 0, 1s high enough t hat the Johnson notse dominates the 

notse of our preamp. In short, t he lnSb hot electron bolometer provides an 

excellent lest of non-eqwlibnum Johnson n01se theory 

The lnSb bolometer used in this experiment v.as made out of the 4002 

material lt has dimensions approximately .115 ern long x .0:6 ern dtame-

ter and 1s mounted across a 1 mm diameter circular v.aveguide which is 

attached to the cold plate of a LHe cryostat (Ftg 3.3). The only coupling to 

ou t side r adiation is t hrough a feed horn of full angle 7.6°. Thls horn com-

bmed With two cooled b lack polyethylene fillers limit the background rad1-

alion to a negltgible amount in the milltmeler regton. The sample V-1 

charactenslJc under these conditiOns IS shown m Flg 3.4 . The dynarmc 

r esistance v. as calculated direclly from the \'-1 curve. 

The e levated electron gas temperature at various bias currents was 

determmed from t he R vs T8 data usmg the same technique used m Sec 

1.4 . The observed t tme constant was determined w1th the bolometer con-

n ected t o a br oadband 500 amplifier. The out put voltage of the amplifie r 

was measured as a functton of frequency of sinusoidally amplitude 
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modulated klystron power incident on the bolomc·l C'r Th1s frequency 

dependence g ives lhe bolometer lime constant , -rr The klystron power 

absorbed by the crystal was small enough to heal the electron gas 

insignificantly. The energy relaxation time was lhen calculated from Eqn. 

3.8 and the values obtamed, along with -Jalues of R. Z, T8 , dR / d T8 and K are 

shown in Table 3.2 

Table 3.2 

Parameters determined for non-equilibrium noise analysis 

l(J,LA) R(KO) Z(O) T8 (K) dR (OIK) 
d T8 

K(x 10- ew /K) -r(x 10-7s) 

B 2.94 750 7 .7 -740 8.0 2.5 

16 1.69 350 10.6 -300 11.7 2.3 

32 1.02 375 14.5 -100 22.1 1.2 

No1se spectra are measured using the setup shown in F'ig 3.3. The 

bolometer noise power is first ampltfied and then down converted to an l.F'. 

centered at zero with 40 kHz bandwidth The noise IS then square law 

detected, averaged with a l1me constant of .2 seconds and plotted agamst 

center frequency Caltbr ation IS performed Wllh by recordmg a spec trum 

with the bolometer shorted out This spectrum is practically flat and 1s 

assigned lhe value of Eqn. 3 9 once RA is determined . 

The amplifier elements are determined as follows. The value of RA is deter-

mined by a Y -factor method usmg a 50 0 source resistor at 295 and 77K By 
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Figure 3.3: Block diagram of liquid helium cryostat, r adiation couplmg 
scheme and noise measurement electronics. 

defining Y as the ratio of the 200 KHz spectral densities, we calculate RA ~:20 

The total mput capacitance is found by fitting the spectrum obtained "\\ilh a 

r oom temperature 1 kO r esistor at the input. Under this condition we can 

effectively ignor e eA' leading to CrR!l90 p F'. Finally, the values of cl and c2 are 

found u sing the amplifier noise model to fit the spectrum obtained with a ? .2K 

1.0 kO r esistor. We find C1 R:~120 pF' and C2R:~?Q pF'. 

The experimental noise spectra for three bias currents are shown in Ftg . 

3.5. Al so plotted are some theoretical values according to Eqn. 3.11. The peak 

in each spectrum r eflect s the r esonant n ature of the circuit. The agreement 
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F1gure 3 4. 1-V charactenslJc of lnSb bolometer at 4 2 K 

between theory and experiment 1s best at the lowest b1as current, 8 J.J.A ln th.ts 

case the difference 1s Jess than 6% across the band. At most points of the spec

trwn, the agreement IS excellent. For 16 t-LA bias, the agreement IS nol as good. 

a dtfference of about 10% occurnng m the r egion of the peak For 32 /-LA bias , 

the theorelJcal predtcllon exceeds the e>.:penmental spectrum by nearly 12% al 

the peak frequency . 

The theoretiCal pred1clJon Without the feedback effect of the b ias supply 1s 

obtamed by neglecting t he generator -e1 /2 The resulls. shown m F1g 3.5 , 

overesllmate the observed no1se level by a large fac tor at most frequencies The 
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dHY£>rence b0tween the two thC'oncs 1s greatest b elow the responslvity rolloff, fc = 

l/(2rrT) For f>>fc . the thcorJCs converge since the sample behaves hke a nor

mal resistor in both signal response and noise . Also the difference depends on 

the degree of nonlinearity at the bias point. For a sample biased to a point 

where Z=O. the low frequency Johnson noise power should be reduced by a factor 

of 4 . As mentioned by Mather even greater reductions are possible for Z<O. a 

condillon found in certain JnSb samples with bath temperatures T1 <2.0K 

To see the magnitude of theoretical phonon noise, values of Eqn 3 11 

excluding the generator -Sp /21 are also plotted in F1g 3 .5. The phonon noise 

contributton is obviously less than the Johnson noise at all frequencies and tt 

decreases with bias current. For the largest current used, 32 J.J-A, the phonon 

noise is negligible and is not subtracted from Sr (f) in Ftg . 3.5c. 

The btas resistor component ts the least significant of all Ltke the other 

bolometer noise components. its spectrum displays a peak that shifls to higher 

frequencies and dimini shes in magnitude with increasing bias current. The ratio 

of bias resistor noi se to total no1se ts < 6% m Ftg . 3.5a, < 5% in Ftg. 3.5b and< 3% 

in Fig . 3 .5c 

In conclusion, the experimental noise spectrum of hqwd bellum cooled lnSb 

is described quite accurately using a bolometric model that includes non

equihbrium Johnson noise and phonon noise . The model predtcts a noise level 

less than equilibrium Johnson noise and e>.:plams. in part. the success of lnSb as 

a highly sensitive mtlhmeter wave detector . The same descnpllon should apply 

lo the cryogenic Johnson notse of many other serruconductors For example, 

certain h.tgh pur1ty samples of Ge, Ga.l\5 , and HgCdTe d1splay non-lmear1ty due to 

hot earner effects. 
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3 .3 Hollin Mode Bandwidth 

In lhts sectton, we firs t revi e w the theo ry of bolometer response lime Then 

we briefly d tscuss experimental measurements made on the bandwidth of e. 

high-quality Rollin mode detector. 

3.3. 1 Bolometer Response Time Theory, Respoosivity-Bandwidlh Product 

Assuming that the static energy balance is descr ibed exactly by Eqn 2.12, 

one can define a unique bolometer respon se t ime. Ttus is t he 

observed relaxatton t1me of the bolometer t emperature to a step-funct10n of 

incident rad.Jatlon and IS the solut1on to the dynamical po'l\ er balance equallon, 

cd;/ + 6P(t)- K6T = Q(t ) . (3 14) 

The quantities 6P and 6T are the changes of b1as power and temperature due to 

the t1me varying r ad1at1on, Q(L) The parameter C is the heat capacity and K 1s 

the dynanic thermal conductance, K=dP /dT8 , both evaluated at the bias poml. 

In general, C IS a fun ction of T8 and K is a function of both T8 and Teo . Note that 

Eqn 3.14 is valid only when the radiation power Q(t) IS much smaller t han the 

stallc bias power, P. 

A bolometer having no electrical b ias (P=O) and negligible background radJ-

alton absorbed exchanges energy only with the bath ln Lhls Situation, the 

r esponse t1rne IS 

T= 
K 
c (3 15) 

whe r e C and K are evaluated at th e bath tempt>ralure . Of g r eater concern IS 

t he r esponse t1me. Tr. observed under bJascd condillons H~::re. lhe b1as network 

becomes another channel of energy exchange and has an 1rnporlant efTecl on 
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the response time Assuming constant current bin.> . 

6P(t) = / 2 dR 6T(t) 
dT. 

(3 .1 6) 

Solving the dynamical power balance equation now yields a r esponse time [Jones 

1953, Phllltps and J efferls 1973], 

'Tr = c 
Kr = c 

(3 17) 
K - / 2 dR I d T11 • 

where Kr 1s lhe effective thermal conductance and aU quanllties are evaluated 

at the bias p oint . Now using the fact that dR /dP= (Z-R) /l2(Z+R) [Jones 1953] and 

K=dP/dT • . one can show 

'Tr = C(Z + R) 
2KR (3.18) 

Nol!ce that Kr is always greater thanK for a negative bolometer. implying Tr <T. 

An interesting exercise ts to calculate the responsivity-bandwtdlh product 

Roughly speaking. this is the quantity whic h is maximized in a given detector 

application Wtth a response ttme given by Eqn. 3. 17, t he frequency dependent 

r esponsiVJ.ty is. 

) 
T 

T c.>= 
( 1 + j c.>'Tr 

(3 19) 

with r given by Eqn 2 .14-. Therefore, the bolometer bandwtdth is simply 

B= 1 1(2rrTr ). Asswnmg agam constant current bias. the responstvtty-band" 1dth 

p roduct is. 

J dR r B=----
2rr C d7~ 

(3 .20) 

Depending on the bolometer, this product can vary sigruficanlly w1th b1as 
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current ln contrast. the analngous gam-bandwidth product for simple photo

conductors is a constant under normal bms condillons. 

3.3.2 Experimental Bandwidth 

Sho"Y~n in Fig 3.6 is the bandwidth. 1 1(2rrTr). for the 4002 sample tested m 

the previous section. The bandwidth was measured using the setup shown in Flg . 

3.3 . Notice that it increases gradually with bias current. The response t1me 

correspondmg to the lowest bandwidth sho·wn in F1g . 3.6 1s very close to the 

often quoted value , ~2x 10-7 s [Putley 1977]. These other measurements were 

made ""Ytith lnSb samples much larger than the present 4002 detector. This illus

trates an 1mportant. and unfortunate, feature of the lnSb hot electron bolome

ter : the bandv.idth is pracllcally mdependent of the detector volume Th.J.s fol

lows from the fact that both the heat capactity and the dynamic thermal con

ductance scale with the volume. lt explains why the smaller cross section detec

t ors display htlle or no improvement in the bandwidth. despite having much 

better re spons1Vity than the bulk1er dev1ces 

:W.easurements were not made of the bandwidth as a funcllon of material 

t ype or bath temperature. Expenence has shown that reduction of the bath 

temperature below 4.2K actually decreases the band-width sllghlly [J. Keene. 

private communication]. On the other hand, mcreasing the bath temperature 

above 4.2K 1s known to enhance the bandwidth significantly [Pulley 1977) Th.J.s 

prompted Pulley to propose a llqUld hydrogen (boilmg pl. 20.4K al 1 alm.) 

cooled lnSb detector. for which the bandwidth would be about 50 1~Hz [Pulley 

1976]. L'nfortunalely. the respons1v1ty of lnSb is at least an order of magrutude 

lower at 20K than at 4.2K. ln add1t10n, the phonon noise increases markedly and 

would probably dominate the Johnson noise al 20K These problems would hkely 

preclude a useful 20K detector m very small signal applications such as 
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Fig . 3 .6: Experimental bandwidth for a typical lnSb bolometer 

submilllmeter astronomy. 

3 .4 Heterodyne Performance 

The theory of heterodyne detec tiOn with the lnSb bolometer has been 

worked out several times m the past but was presented most lucidly by Phillips 

and Jefferts [ 1973). There are sever a l results in thi s thesis that warrant a re-

vision of their theory. In particular, we now know that the submillimeter absorp-

tion coeff1cienl of lnSb is practically uncorrelated with the DC conductivity and 

does not change with temperature . Phillips and Jefferls [1973] assumed that 

-



the absorbed LO power vaned w1th electron temperature m the same way as thc 

absorbed b1as power In additiOn. we now understand the no1se mechanisms 

much better than before. Consequently, a totally new theory of the heterodyne 

theory Will now be developed . This new theory will enable us to pred1ct the NEP 

at lower temperatures and for detector geometries not attempted before 

The most important step in the formulatiOn of the theory is to find the 

small s1gnal 1deal responsiv1ty in the presence of large absorbed local oscillator 

power (''large" means comparable to the DC btas power) . Phillips and Jefferts 

found this by assuming that the net change of detector resistance under b1as 

was small This enabled a linear approX1mal1on that was valtd only for 6R I R<l. 

where 6R IS the change of reststance due to the total absorbed electncal powers 

(b1as .... LO) and R is the resistance at the bath temperature A much more accu-
/ 

rate techruque. and the one l w1ll follow here , IS an ex."J)ansJon of the detector 

r esistance about the bias poml In principle, th1s is complicated by the fact that 

both the b1as and LO powers display electrothermal feedback ln light of the 

absorption coefficient results m Sec 2 7, I will assume that the absorbed LO 

power is constant. Tius ts a tremendous stmpltficalion m that we can apply Eqn 

2 12 'nth T. now the electron temperature m the presence of both b1as and LO 

power The value of T8 is found from the static power balance cond1lion, 

(3 21) 

where R IS the r esistance at the bias point 

In formulaling the system notse temperature , l wlll assurne that the dom-

mant source of detector no1se is the non-equihbnum Johnson no1se and that the 

amplifier JS operated at ambient temperature. TA and has noise resistance RA . 

F'ollo\\'ing the theory presented m Sec . 1.3, we can now wnte the following 

expressiOn for the double-sideband system no1sc temperature. 
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(3 .22) 

I now apply Eqn. 3 .22 to a detector made or the 4002 material : the Philllps mixer 

used for airborne astronomy. In light of the results presented on the thermal 

conductance in Sec. 2 .5, I will a ssume that G d e pe nds only on sample volume 

and not on the bath or electron gas temperature . This implies G=K=dP/ dT8 • 

For the present detector, K= 5.0x l o -e W / K . The resistance of the detector was 

calculate d using R(T8 )=Rb ab I a( T8 ) . The conductivity function was that found 

for the 4002 m a t erial in Sec. 2.4. 

Shovm in Fig . 3.7a is the 10 power-dependent r esponsivity at Tb= l. BK. 

Notice how little absorbed 10 power it takes to degrade the responsivity. When 

P~a -Pdc, the responsivity is decreased by almost a factor of 2. Shown in F1g 3. 7b 

are the theoretical system noise temperatures vs. bias curr ent for the 10 

powers considered in Ftg. 3 .7a and asswning ry = l. O (i.e., tdeal coupling). Nollce 

that there is a distinct minimum for each Tsvs curve. The minima occur at 

higher b ias current with increasing 10 power. The lowest minimum, Tsys :::::J40K. 

occurs for P10 ~ 110 nW. On comparison with Eqn. 1.9, we see that even this best 

theoretical T6Jis 1s a factor of 3 .5 above the quantum lmuled value T QL at 500 GHz 

(Rl 12K). The performance is llmited by the degradation of respons ivity v..1th 10 

power . This is a fundamental shortcoming of any bolometer mixer. 

Given in Table 3.3 are the best experimental system no1se tempe ratures 

achieved to dale with the PhillipS m1xer in the Rollin mode. The besl perfor-

m ance shown, Tsys =280K at 350 GHz, IS about a factor of 7 above the theoretical 

detector n01se lim1ted performance for this mixer. The discrepancy is due , for 

the most part , to the non-Jdeal coupling efficiency of the r eal r eceiver. From 

Table 3 .3, we sec that the best values of Tsys increase rapidly between 350 and 

576 GHz. This r eflects the r olloff of the JnSb absorptiOn coe ffiCient 
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Ftgure 3 . 7a: Theoretical r esponsivity of the Phillips' mixer for vanous 
values of local oscillator p ower 

3 .5 Conclusions 

We are now is a postion to summarize the InSb Rollin mode detector stu-

dies Flrst and foremost, we have sho·wn that the 4002 material IS supenor to 

t he other two ma t erials invest igated. This was evident from t he absolute 

response spectra out to at least 25 cm-1
. Furthermore, the r e appears to be no 

simple way to increase the bandwidth of a hot electron bolometer '\\ithout 

sacrificing responsivity. Because of these facts. 1 chose to abandon the high fre-

quency Rollin mode mixer d evelopment and to investigate a n ew type of mtxer 

whlch 1s based on the Pulley mode e ftecl 
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Ftgure 3 ?b: Theoretical double-sideband system noise temperature of 
lhe Phtlhps' mixer for various values of local osclllalor power. 

The effort e>.:pended in arriving at these conclusions was nol, however, in 

vain. A great deal was learned about the lnSb hot electron bolometer For 

example , we want lo operate lhe bolometer at lhe lowest possible balh tempera-

l ure and lo construct Jl as lhin as posstble , independent of the matenal type In 

pract1ce. a detector cannot be made arbilranly thm because of handling prob-

lems or because surface effects become dominant . Now assume t hat a minimum 

Uuckness has been delermmed We then wanl the absorpt10n coeffictent lo 

sattsfy o:-1/l where t is the deleclor thi ckness . Recall thal lhe absorption 

coeffJ cJenl was proportional , m the quantum hmtl, lo lhe product of (n,r 
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Table 3 .3 

Performance or Phillips' receiver 

v(GHz) T~s (K) TQLIT~s 

350 280 0 .030 

492 330 0.036 

576 500 0.028 

na )(na+fla ). The resistance and the maximum responsivity are, to first order , 

both inversely proportiOnal to the fr ee electron concentr ation, na-na There

fore, the best de te ctor material will be that which has the minimum carrier con

centration subject to the constraint o.-1 / t , where t is the m inimum practical 

d.2te ct or thickness. ln the past. it has been stated that the best lnSb bolometer 

material1s the m ost compensated [Vystavkin 197 1]. l believe that the above cn

t erion is more precise . 

The above conclusions are important for optimizing a hol electron bolome

ter intended to operate a particular frequency. lt is possible that with careful 

selection of material. some improvement of performance could be achieved 

Howeve r. from the r esults of Sec. 2.7, it appears that t he absorption coetftctent 

of any detect or grade lnSb m aterial will decrease very r api dly wilh frequency in 

the >600 GHz r egion and at liquid helJUm temperatur es. The reason for this JS 

simply that und er these condtlions. the m aterial is in the photon absorbmg 

limi t. h :.>>>kTF and c.>T>> 1 wh er e T IS the m omentum relaxallon time. One can 

cerlam1y imagine material tha t would not be in t his hmil For example, 
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m aterial with much rughe r earner conC"enlralJOn or wtth much lower Impurity 

concentralton than 4002 would quahfy However. thts wouJd be Infer ior m ater ial 

tn terms of respons!vity and NEP. This is another reason to abandon the Rollin 

mode in favor of the Pulley mode. 
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4. PuUcy Mode Delec Uoo 

4 . 0 lnlroduction 

'When a m agnetic field is applied to any solid containing free carriers, t he 

carriers lend to rotate in the p lane normal t o the magnetic field due to the 

Lorent z force. If the motion is unimpeded by collisions, a carr ier will revolve in 

a circular orbit wit h angular fr equency (.)' = eB I (m • c) where B 1s the mduclion 

and m • ts the efiective mass In the present context, cyclotron resonance 1s the 

absorpllon of applied electromagnetic radtallon that has frequency at or near 

(.), . In all practical situations. cyclotron resonance is damped by colhs10ns of 

electrons Wlth defects The effec t of the collisiOns IS measured by the momen

tum relaxation ttme, T The necessary condtlton for cyclotron resonance is sim

ply (.)c T> > 1 

Smce lhe 1950 's, n-JnSb has been one of the most important matenals in 

which lo study cyclotron resonance The primary reason for this is that the 

eleclro::uc effecllvc mass is very small. m · ~0.0139 m 0 . Therefore, the cyclotron 

resonance freque ncy varies rapidly v.,th magnetic induction, fc ~zoo GHz /KG In 

addtlton, 1t ts easy to grow material pure enough that the momentum relaxatton 

t1me al llqwd hehwn temperatures lS r elaltvely large These facls 1mply thal 

cyclotron resoru..nce should be obsen c..ble at relallvely low magnellc inductton.s 

For the malertal used in the present work , ..... : x:0-12 sat 4.2K and 0 KG Jn thi.s 

m alenal th ~ quan~Jzattor: cor.dil!On, c.>, T>>: 0 is cqwvalent to B>>O 8 KG . ror 

convenience, we Wlll define the appl!catton of such values of induction to lnSb as 

operation in the Pulley m ode. 

Jn the prev10us two chapters, 't\"C saw lhat the p erformance of lhe lnSb hot 

electron bolometer decays above -bOO Gllz because of the rolloff m the elec

troruc mverse-DremsstrahJung absorpl!on (henceforth referred lo as free 
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electron absorpllon) According t o th E.> argument given above, this Is the fre

quency r egion in which cyclotron r esonance should be observed . In thl s 

chapter, we will see if the quantizing magnetic field can enhance the detector 

performance in this region. We will start out by charac terizing the d irect

detection p erforman ce as the t r ansition is made from free electron to cyclotron 

r esonance absorption. Specifically , we will discuss the two most imp ortant indi

cators of this performance: the absolute r esponsivity and the NEP. Experimen

tal measurements of these parameters were made in light of the following prac

tical questions : ( 1) how does the detector p erformance at r esonance compare 

with the bot electron bolometer performance? and (2) how does the perfor

mance depend on m agnetic field, detector geometry, material and tempera

ture? After discussing the direct detection performance. we will deal with the 

design and performance of the Pulley mode heterodyne detector. The hetero

dyne results are the highlight of this thesi~ . 

Before discussing the experimental r esults. it is important t o have a feelmg 

for just how big a diffe rence the magnetic fi eld should make on the absorption 

coefficient . The absorption coefflcient data in zero magnetic field (Sec. 2 7.1) 

can be be restated in terms of absorption cross section, o:/n, where n is the con

centration of free electrons . For the 4002 material having n=3.4-Xl 013, the cross 

section is Rl9x10- 14cm2 at 30 cm-1
. At the same wavenumber and in similar 

m aterial, :W.:urota.ni and :t\Js1da [ 1972] measured a zero-bias absorption 

coefficient of about 180 cm-1 at the impurity cyclotron resonance (lCR) peak. 

This corresponds to an absorption cross section of Rl7x10- 12 cm2 . To measure 

the absorption coefficient of the CCR transition, Gornik used a DC field to drh'e 

some fractiOn of the electrons bound to donor sites into the J\=0 Landau level 

[Gornik et al. 1978]. With suff1c1ent DC field to transfer most of the electrons, 

t he absorptiOn coeffi cient for the CCR trans1Lion was found to be practically the 
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same as the' lC'R absorption with zero bias . This implies that the cross sections 

for the CCR and JCR processes are nearly equivalent. 

From all or these absorption results. one can conclude that the cyclotron 

resonance cross sections are both much greater than the free electron value in 

relatively pure matenal al 4.2K and at wavelengths less than about 350 m1crons . 

Nevertheless. both processes will be active in most detector applications. This 

occurs because the cyclotron transitions react to only one polarization whereas 

the free electron process is polarization insensitive, at least in zero magnetic 

field . Thus photons with the wrong pola rization for cyclotron absorption will 

likely be absorbed by the inverse Bremsstrahlung process in small fields or a 

similar process in high fields . If the thickness of the detector is such that a 

large fractiOn of the incident power is absorbed by these processes. then the 

free electron r esponse may be comparable to or even exceed the cyclotron 

response . Th1s may have been the reason for some of the early confusion 

regarding the effect of the magnetic field on the response of the Pulley mode 

detector. In light of tills problem the detectors studied in this chapter were 

intentionally made relatively thin. 

4.1 Absolute Responsivily of Pulley Mode Detectors 

The absolute responsivity was measured with the ITS set-up described in 

Appendix C. The radiation couplmg scheme and cahbration procedure was 

identical to that used in Sec. 3.1 . However, the Pulley detectors were mounted 

in the bore of a superconducting solenoid that generated a uniform magnetic 

field directed parallel to the axis of the condensing cone. 

Ftve detectors were made for this study. Three of these were the same bar 

geometry detectors sludJed in Sec. 3.1 . The remaining two detectors were both 

processed from the 4002 wafer but had dtfferent geometries . The two 
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geomc-tnt?s we r e thin slab and needl e (a very thin bar) . All of these detectors 

were cut from the wafer using a diamond wire saw and then chemically etched t o 

tlnal dimensions . Sulfur-doped indium contacts were soldered onto each detec

tor in a reducing atmosphere. The characteristics of all five detectors are sum

marized in Table 4.1. 

The detect or geometries used for this study were selected for special rea

sons . As in Sec. 3.1, the bar was the chosen as the b est geometry to compare 

different materials Bars of the dimensions used here are very easy t o make t o 

a specific size without damage to the sensitive lnSb crystal. The slab geometry 

was chosen for the purpose of calibration and because it is the simplest to use in 

very high frequency applications. The needle geometry is that of the waveguid e 

mounted Rollin mode detector s such as that used in Sec. 3.2. 

Each detector was DC biased with current flowing perpendicular to Bo 

(transverse confJ.guration). The slab deleclor was mounted with its plane !Bo. 

The value of detector bias current was the intermediate value between the 

optimum for B= O and the optimum for B=lOKG. Typically, the response at the 

intermediate bias was within 10% of the optimum response for all detectors and 

magnetic field values used. 

One should bear in mind that all of these detectors are tested under the 

condition of Lambertian, randomly polarized illumination. Thus the polarization 

selection rules that apply to cyclotron resonance transitions should be satisfied 

by only about half of the incident photon flux. ln add1lion, the detectors ar e 

backed by Eccosorb to el1minate all stand.mg waves except those in the detec

t or. The r eponse r esults presented below are therefore considered to be conser

vative 

Shown m F1g. 4.1 are the voltage-current curves for detector 1. At 4 .2K the 

detector d isplays a rapid increase of r esistance with magnetic field and marked 
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Table 4. 1 

Properties of Jilve Detectors Tested 

Detector 2 3 4 5 

Material 4002 4177 4190 4002 4002 

.24x.036 .24x.033 .24x.038 .24x 20 .24x.0 18 
Dtmensions (em) 

X 036 x .033 x .038 x.035 x .0:8 

Bias current (/-LA). 20@ 4.2K 
30 20 160 10 

12@ 2.2K 

Resistance,R (KO), 1.05@ 4.2K 
0.64 1.12 .11 2.28 

l=le.B=O KG 2.42@ 2.2K 

Ideal bolometric 8.1@ 4.2K 

r esponsi\'ity, S (KV / Watt), 3 .9 8.3 0.86 19.5 

R-Z 
S= 2R/ ,l=le .B=O 

15.3@ 2.2K 

W.easured respons ivity , 4.0@ 4.2K 

(K\" / Wall). 1.5 3.4 0.90 38 
4.7@ 2.2K 

non-ohmle: b ehav10r due to hot electron effects At 2 2K the detector shows the 

effect of 1mpacl10ruzallon at a b1as electri c field E [V /cm]~.134B [KG], B > 5KG 

The mcrea.se of criltcal electric field 1s cons1sten t with the pred1cted mcrease of 
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d onor bindii18 energy with magnetic fi eld In the hydrogE>nic m odel [Yafet et al 

1956] ln the dashed reg1on of the V-1 curve, ins tab1hty was observed that 

depended largely on the impedance connected to the detector. Pulley also 

observed this instability and attributed it to relaxation oscillations [Pulley 

1966]. 
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F'1gure 4-.2a Responsl\!ly spectra for detector 1 at 4 2K and small 
m agnetic fields 

The absolute responsivity of detector 1 at 4.2K and b1ased with 20 j..LA IS 

shov.n in F'tg . 4 .2 . ln F1g. 4 .2a one can sec in d e t ail the behavior of the detector 

in the low-field r egion The fam iliar hot electron bolometer r esponse (B=O) ts 

charactenzed by the r apid roll-off with fr equency The structure m th1s curve is 
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caused b y standing wave resonances in lhe detector. A fi el d or 2 KC ywlds 

essentially the same spec tral response shape as zero fi e ld but larger in magni-
. 

tude due to the higher detector resistance . For B=3 KG there is a preliminary 

sign or cyclotron resonance : a slight bulge in the response spectrum that 

e>..1.ends pas t 30 cm- 1. At B=4 KG one can see a small peak at about 27 cm-1. 

This is probably caused by conduction electron cyclotron resonance since t he 

peak frequency corr esp onds t o c..>c =eB / m•c with m·~.014mo (the accepted value 

is m ·=.0 2. 39ITI{) @ B=O [Johnson and Dickey 1970). The r esponse at larger 

wavenumbers is attributed to transitions of electrons r esiding in impurity states 

(ICR transiti ons). 

The spectral responsivity of detector 1 at 4.2K and in the high field regime 

is shown in Fig 4.2b. There are two interesting features here . First. the peak 

response values of the B>4 KG spectra are nearly the sam e and are all greater 

than the Rollin m ode re sp onse at 17 cm-1. Second, the impurity r esponse struc-

ture gr adually shifts away from the CCR peak as the fie ld increases . This is con-

sislent \\'i th a theory of hydrogenic-donor stat es in quantizing magnellc fields 

(see below) . Even at the largest fields. the impurity r esponse remains relat1vely 

broad and is noticeably modulated. 

The spectral r esponsivity of detector 1 at 2.2K and low magnetic fields is 

shown in Fig . 4.3a. ln contrast t o the 4.2K r esponse, ther e is a high frequency 

bulge at 2 KG and obvious cyclotron resonance at only 3 KG . This is consistent 

with the greater degree of carrier freeze-out at the lower Lempet·ature . The 

associated high frequency response is seen in Ftg. 4.3b. Here we see t he 

dramatic effect of impact ionization. Between the magnetic fields of 4 and 6 KG. 

the impurity r esponse completely disappears. Analysis of the cyclotr on re so-

nance peak that r emains could yield useful information about the electronic 

trans port m quantizing m agnetic fields (see Sec. 4.4). 
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Figure 4.2b. ResponsJVJly spectra for detector 1 at 4.2K in large mag
netic fields The vertical arrows are located at the CCR wavenumbers 

The absolute responsivity of detector 5 at 4 .2K in the high field regime is 

sho\\n in Ftg 4 4. The CCR peaks are practically identical in shape and pos1ton 

as for detector 1; however. the impunty resonance shows almost none of the 

structure seen in Fig . 4 .2b. The only ditlerence between detectors : and 5. 

besides the thi ckness, is t hat detector 5 has enough taper to praclically ehm-

inate standing wave resonances. Therefore. the structure m Fig 4.2b was prob-

ably caused by weak absorpt10n of the macllve circular polarization (the oppo-

site heh c1ty of that absorbed by the 1mpunty transil!ons) by free electron 

processes The structw·e is always abse nt in the vicmJly of the CCR frequency at 
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Figure 4.3a: Response spectra for detector 1 at 2.2K in small magnetic 
fields. 

hlgh magnetic fields because the absorption cross section for the CCR is much 

greater than the cross section for the free electron transilion. 

Shown in F1g. 4.5 are the values for the effect ive mass derived from the hlgh 

field response curves of detector 5. The effective mass is calculated from 

m·=eB I~c using field values determined from the magnet calibration tables 

supplied by the manufacturer (American Magnetics Inc.). The effective mass 

data points are then fit with the expression, m · =m0 + m 0o.B, where m 0 is the 

free electron mass, m0 is the effecttve mass at the bottom of the conduclion 

band in B=O and o. is the slope parameter. Thls expressiOn predtcts a linear 
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Ftgure 4.3b: Response spectra for deleclor 1 at 2.2K in large magnetic 
fields. The vertical arrows are located allhe CCR wavenumbers. 

variatton of m • wilh magnellc field and is an excellent approximation for fields 

less lhan about 20 KG and for low temperatures [Lax and Mavroides 1960]. Our 

data pomts }'leld rne= .Oi39mo and o:=7.18x10-5 [KG - 1]. Tills value of me IS 

exactly equal t o to the currently accepted value Also shown tn Ftg . 4.5 are 

experimental values of cyclotron splilling, 6., defined as lhe difference between 

the lhe CCR frequency and the frequency at the peak of the tmpurtty resonance. 

The data, shown in energy units, are compared to a theoretical predtctwn of 

Larsen [ 1968]. Larsen's curve resulted from a variational calculatton of the 

(000) and (: 10) donor stale energtes usmg a hydrogeruc model and the parabolic 
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Ftgure 4.4: Response spectra for detector 5 at 4.2K in large magnetic 
fields The vertical arrows are located at the CCR wavenumbers 

band approximatton For the range of magnetic fields shown here, a calculatton 

based on realistic non-parabolic bands makes negligible dtfference m the cyclo-

tron resonance sphltmg curve Comparison of this curve w1th our expenmental 

data shows a disagreement at the larger magnetic fields The dtscrepancy is net 

understood at this llme 

The \'-1 curves and spectral r esponse of detectors 2 thru 4- are not shown 

here graphically for brevity, however, the important results for these detectors 

are summanzed m Table 4.1. lt is interestmg to compare some of these results 

For example, detectors 1 and 3 have praclically t he same restslance and 
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imped ancE' at 4 2K although dt'leclor J has over 50% greater low frequency fr c:r· 

electron response This can be explained by the sigmftcanl difference in the 

absorption coefficient or these two materials . lt was suggested in Sec . 2. 7 .4 that 

the free electron absorption is proportional to the product of the lola! ionized 

impurity and electron concentrations. From Table 2 1, we see that this product 

is almost 90% greater in the 4002 material than in the 4 J 90 material On the 

other hand. the cyclotron resonance response at 6 KG IS less than 20% different 

for the two detectors. It was found that the resistance and impedance of each 

detector, although increasing rapidly with B field. remained practiCally equal up 

to at least :0 KG . 

Inspection of the results for detector 2 shows that il has by far the lowest 

response of the three bar detectors, independent of magnetic field . This IS attn

buted pnmarily to 1ts relatively low resistance . Recall from Table 2 .1 that the 

4177 material has the greatest carrier concentrallon and conductivity of the 

three materials at B=O Th1s was also true m larger fields In fact. the magne

toresislance in a given magnelic field , V.=(R(B)-R(O))IR(O), 1s nearly the same 

for all three bar detectors . F'or example, M(lO KG)= 10.1.10.3 and 9.5 for detec

tors 1,2 and 3, respectively . 

Upon comparison of the detectors 1 and 4. it is obvious that the bar 

detector has much more response than the slab for all values of field . This is 

explained by the fact that the bar has much greater resistance than the slab of 

equal thickness. and Lhal the bar probably absorbs almost the same amount of 

incident power as the slab, desp1te fillmg only a small fract10n of the condensing 

cone ex1t aperture . The bar absorbs both + 1 helicity circular polarized photons 

propagating JIBe and linear polarized photons that reflect off the condenser walls 

and slnke the detector !Do These are the familiar polanzat10n rules for the 

ls--+2p(m= - 1) transition in the weak-field Zeeman spht hydrogen atom. thc.-
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trans ition for wh.Jch the (0.0,0,+)-+(1.1.0.+) lCR Is the strong field analog . 
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Ftgure 4.5: Cyclotron resonance charactenslics 0 - experimental 
effecttve mass for detector 5 al 4 2K (left scale), contmuous line is the 
hnear fit to the effecttve mass dala pomts, 0 - expert mental value for 
the cyclotron resonance sphltmg m detector 5 (righl scale), dashed 
hne- theorettcal spl! ttmg after Larsen [1 968). 
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4 .2 Noise and Direct Detection NEP or PuUey Mode Detector 

]n t rus scctton 1 present the expt>rimental measurc:>mcnts of the noi se and 

direct de tection NEP of the Pulley mode detector. The measurements were car

ried out at 4 .2K a nd in the transverse geometry on detectors 1 and 4 of Table 

4.1 

4. 2.1 Experimental Noise 

The n oise spectral density was measured at 200KHz using the amplifier 

described in Appendtx D and the spectrum analyzer shown schematically in Flg . 

3.4. This frequency is much less than the expected bandwidth of the lnSb detec

tor, which is about 0.8 W:Hz for B=O (Sec . 3.3) and increases with magnetic field 

(Sec 4.?) . Shown in F1g. 4.6 are the results for detector 1 with 20 J.LA bias 

current applied J\ottce how raptdly the noise increases wtth magnellc field 

Al so shown in Ftg 4.6 are several theoretical values of the equilibrium John

son noise, S(f)=4-kTb R where R is the resistance at the b ias pomt The experi

mental data points exceed this curve by very little at B=O but by about a factor 

of two at the highest magnetic field . From the separate Hall measurements, the 

4002 material is known to begin freezing out carriers at about 2 KG wtth the bath 

at 4.2K Therefore, we expec t that the r e should also be a generatton

r ecombinallon noise contribution as in all photoconductors [Brall 1977]. ln 

additlon, the electron gas does display hot electron effects even in the presence 

of a quanttzmg magnetic field . This is obvious fr om the non-ohmtc behanor of 

the 1-V curves at 4 .2K m Flg . 4 1. The phystcal mecharusm behind the heatmg of 

the electron gas is much more complicated than m zero field and has been the 

subject of mtense study r ecently [Otsuka 1980] Because of this comphcalton 

t here exists no theory of the non-equillbrium Johnson noise as was the case wtth 

B=O. Therefore, l made no attempt to fit the data . However, 1t should be 
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Ftgure 4.6. Noise of 4002 detecto r at 200KHz and 4.2K. 

mentiOned that a reduction m the measured Johnson notse due to electro-

t hermal feedback (:w.ather's theory) ts posstble in the magnettc field . 

4.2.2 Direct Detection NEP 

The dtrect NEP of the Pulley mode detector was calculated as the rat1o of 

the measured detector voltage noise density and the absolute voltage r espon-

sivity. Shown in ftg 4.7 arc some NEP values obtamed for detector 1 at 4.2K 

The !me connecting lhe data points represents lhc approxtm a t c mmimum J\EP 

values obtainable at each wavenumbe r for the detector und e r the present 
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conditiOns The rapid rise of the NEP bel v. ecn 17 cm- 1 and 20 cm - 1 1s allnbuted 

primarily to the rollo!T of free electron response and the relnl!ve ly weak cyclo

tron response in this region . At shghlly higher wavenumbers, the NEP levels off. 

This reflects the onset of strong, well-defined cyclotron resonance response . At 

still higher wavenumbers. thE' NEP rises again due to a fa1rly rapid increse of 

detector noise with magnE>lic field seen in Fig . 4.6. Note that the value 

4 .5x10- 15 WI Hz* at 6 KG and 40 cm-1 is significantly less than Brown and 

Kimmit 's [1963] commonly quoted result near the same wavenumber , 

NEP-5x1 0 - 11 WI Hz'*. 

Also given in F1g . 4 .7 are several NEP data points for detector 4 . As might 

be expected, they are higher than the values for detector 1. This is explained by 

the fact that detect or 1 has about a factor of 4 5 m ore responsivity but only 

about a factor 2 more no1se voltage than detector 4 These r esults are con

sis tent with the following general characterisl!cs of all the cyclotron resonance 

assisted detectors tested : (1) a large fraction of the noise in these detec tors can 

b e accounted for by the thermal expression, Vi=4:kTbRM. where Tb is the bath 

t emperature, R IS the resistance and M is the measurement bandwidth, and (2) 

the responsivity of a given detector at a cyclotron resonance pe ak IS roughly 

proportional to the detectors resistance at the btas point. Therefore, the ~EP at 

a given cyclotron resonance frequency 1s expected t o vary '\\oith detector resis

tance roughly as R- 1/ 2 , ignoring differences in r ad1allon coupling eff1c1ency In 

other wor ds, the m ore r esp onsive a detector is at a parl!cular wavenumber. the 

lower its ~EP will be. 
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4.3 Direct Detection Discussion 

We have dem ons trated thal the lnSb hot electron bolometer can be 

transformed into a true cyclotron resonance detector with fairly small magnetic 

fields . For our best material. this occurs with about 4 KG at 4.2K and with about 

3 KG at 2.2K. At all wavenumbers tested, the optimum NEP was always 

achieved with some applied magnetic field. The value of the optimum magnetic 

field depends on the wavenumber of interest but is always close to the conduc

tion electron cyclotron resonance frequency, c.>c=eB/m · c. 

Much like the case for hot electron bolometers, the response of the cyclo

tron resonance assisted detectors is quite sensilive to detector material. For 

the detector geometries studied here in the transverse configuration, the cyclo

tron response and the low frequency bolometric response are not, h owever, fully 

correlated. Whereas the bolometric response depends on the total impurity 

concentration and the fractional compensation, the cyclotron response simply 

r eflects the detector resistance. This may be true because all the detectors 

used here were opllcally t hick for the strong cyclotron transitions, CCR and ICR. 

Therefore, the best material to use for a cyclotron resonance assisted detector 

may not be the best hot electron bolometer material. Before any final conclu

sions are drawn, further experiments should be conducted with even thinner 

detectors than those used here. 

We have also shown in Sec. 4.1 that when subrrullimeler radiation is col

lected with an integrating cone, the bar detector geometry is a much better 

choice than the slab of equal thickness This foll ows because the bar detector 

has far greater resistance than the slab whlle it absorbs only slightly less power. 

W1lh furthe r optimizatwn of the radiation couplmg scheme, it should be possible 

to greatly improve the response and NEP results presented here . A very prorrus

ing configuration would be the bar detector mounted across a waveguide with 
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magnellc fi eld appl1ed pC'rpendJ c ular lo both lhe bar and lhe guide axis (Vo1gt 

configuralton) F'rom lhe polarizallon rules staled above . we would then gel 

absorption of an electric field linearly polarized along lbe length of the bar . This 

is an easy requirement to satisfy in rectangular or circular waveguide . 

4.4 Cyclotron Resonance Pholoresponsc Mechanisms 

ln this section, we dt scuss lhe pholoresponse mechanisms of both the CCR 

and JCR lransi llons. This v.ill help explam several of lhe feature s seen in the last 

sec tion . ln parUc ular, we will be able lo e>.:plain lhe constancy of peak r espon

sivity with magne l1c field and lhe apparent correlation of peak responsivily with 

detector resistance . 

Of the lv. o pholoresponse mechanisms, the CCR 1s apparently the least 

understood ln parllcular. there extsts sharp disagreement on the exact reason 

for the photoconductivity. Ft·om exper iments conducted at liquid helium tem

p eratures on Ga~s. Bluyssen el a l [ 1978] concluded that the mobility of an elec

tron in the :t\=1 and :t\=0 levels IS the same and that the change of sample con

ducttvity with absorbed powe r ts caused by a thermal equilibratiOn from donor 

levels to the optically depleted N=O s l ates . The responsivity spectr a m Fig. 4-.3b 

indicate that Bluyssen's e>.:planalion does not apply lo the 4-002 lnSb material 

SpectficaUy, these spectra show that under the c ondttion of unpact ionization 

the JCR r esponse vanishes completely while t he CCR response r emams nearly 

constanl. The d tsappe:c.rance of l he: JCR ts expected smce lhal Lransil!on v;ilJ 

become opltcally llun when the donors are all Ionized . Furthermore. 1f the CCR 

photoconductl\ily depended on a secondary eqwhbralton of the donor levels. 

then it too would disappear under tmpacl ioruzallon The fact thaltt dtdn 't leads 

t o the conclusion lhallhe :\=0 lo J\= 1 lranstlion alone musl be photoconductive . 

Jn other v. ords. the mobt!Ily of an electron in lhc N=O and N= 1 levels must be 
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difTcrcnl 

The mcc hamsm of the 1CH r esponse h as b een d elermmed as a rapid relaxa-

lion of the photo-excited electron from the bound (110) level to the conductmg 

N=O Landau level followed by a relatively slow relaxation back down t o the (000) 

slate [Muller 1978). Therefore, we can thmk of the 1CR detector as a simple pho-

toconduc l or wi th the response time, T, equal t o the relaxation lime from the 

N=O sub-band to the (000) donor slate The theoretical ex-pression for the open

circuit r espon.s1Vity of l hts non-linear photoconductor is [Pulley 1964], 

r=~ 
Nh v 

(4.1) 

where T} is the radtation coupling efficiency, 1 is t he bias current, Z is the 

dynamic resistance and i\ 1s the total number of electrons in the i\=0 level 

From the 1-V curve of Ftg. 4.1a, we measured the quant1ty Z at the b1as pomt and 

found it t o increase by~ 2 between 4 and 12 KG . Over lhe same r ange, the fac-

tor 1 lv evaluated at the 1CR p eak decreases by R=2 7. Hall measurements on the 

same material md1cated thal the factor 1 IN increases by -3 between 4 and :2 

KG . Thts reflects the well-kno-w-n magnetically induced carrier freeze-out 

Fmally, the relaxation lime of the N=O -+ (000+) transition was measured using 

an amplltude modulated signal denved from a frequency-multiplied klystron and 

was found to decrease by -3 over the range. All of these factor s change in such 

a Y..ay lhal the peak responsivi.ly r emains roughly constant with magnel1c field. 

The value of the theoretical responsivily was found to be about 4.3 l\'V /W al 6 KG. 

Thts 1s comparable to the expenmenlal r esult and somewhat smaller than one 

rrught e>..1>ect considering lhe fact thal the expenmenlal coupling efflciency for 

t h1s detector is e;ertainly less than 50% (1ts geometncal cross secl1oon IS much 

smaller than th e cxil aperture area of the condensing cone). Note that this 

interpretation of our experimental results is made p ossible by the fact that the 
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detector IS assumc>d to be optically thi ck al lhe lCR rc> sonance peak ror all lhe 

ftelds use d W1thout thl s condttiOn, the re would b e changes m lhe absorbed 

power with magnetic fteld . 

4 .5 Re sponse Time or the Pulley Mode Detector 

Because the CCR and lCR mechanisms are basically unrelated, they should 

have different response limes. The work of W.uller et al. [ 1978] showed that the 

lCR response Ume IS determined by the relatively slow recombmation of elec-

trons in the N=O Landau level with the ionized donors. They experimentally 

determined the response lime at 4 2K bath temperature using several d tfferent 

t echruques, all of which gave the same result: TR>200 ns in B=O decreasing with 

m agnetic field to about 50 ns at B=:O KG . The slight decrease w1th magnetic 

field ts caused by the mcrease m the strength of the e lectron-phonon interaclion 

with magnettc field [Kogan 1963]. They did not measure the r esponse time at 

sub-4 2K temperatures . 

ln a r e lated paper. Gorruk e t al . [ 1978] studied the response time of the CCR 

m echanism. They found that this ttme decreased rapidly when the concentra-

tion of electrons in the J\= 1 level increased past a certain value, -1x 1010 /cc. 

The effect was consistent with electron-electron scallering being the dorrunant 

relaxation mecharusm. lt also explamed the fact that a steady state populatton 

invers10n could not be mamtained and so continuous wave laser action was not 

possible. Their empincal expressiOn for the life ttme Lime of;\=: electron "as 

(4.2) 

where n 1 1s the concentratiOn in the :t\=1 level, E ts the mean energy of an elec-

tron in Lhe N= 1 level measured m umts of meV and B ts the magnetiC field me as-

ured m UT11Ls of KG . They also found Lhat when the e lectron concentratiOn m the 
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N=l level is ncar the thermal equlhbnum value, then the electron-C'Ieclron 

scallenn.g becomes inei'Jcctlvc ln this sltualJOn, acou!'llcul phonon lnlcracllon 

again determines the lifetime The CCR deleclor response lime IS then compar-

able to that for the JCR detector. 

Although Eqn. 4 .2 seemmgly precludes the allammenl of continuous wave 

lasing action in bulk n-JnSb, il oi'Jers hope that the bandwidth of lhe CCR delec-

tor can be stgruficanlly enhanced by operating Wlth large radtatwn levels such 

as those present m the heterodyne mode. To lest thi s idea, lel's suppose thal 

the CCR detector is being illummated by enough local oscillator power, P10 , that 

the population in the N= 1 level is domina led by the photo-induced carriers . 

Assuming that stmple pholoconductor theory applies, one can write [Pulley 

1964) 

nJ = :!J}_ 
h v 

(4.3) 

where p is the 10 power absorbed per unit volume . Th1s can be combmed w1th 

Eqn 4-.2lo ellmmate n 1 , yielding 

(4.4) 

We no·w ask the practical quesl!on, what 10 power absorbed per urul volume is 

required to achieve a time constant of, say, 20 nsec a factor of 10 improvement 

over the Rollin mode detector! Assunung that B=.; KG, v=eB / (m •c) and 

E=3 /2(h :...>c ), we find p~.76 mW /cm3. The typ1cal volume of the h1gh quahly Pul

ley mode mixers discussed m Sec 4 .6 is about 1Xl0-5cm3 . Therefore, Eqn 4.4-

implles that a 20 ns ttme constant (or an 8 }.~Hz band\\l.dlh) can be achieved m 

the CCR nuxer wtlh only 9 nW of absorbed 10 po\'. er This precticlion wtll be 

l eslcd m Sec. 4 .6 .2. 
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Dunng the course of the present slud1es. only one expcnmcnl was con 

dueled to dtreclly d e termine lht> response lime of the Pulley mode detector. Jl 

was performed by amplitude modulaling a klystron with a sweep osc1llalor and 

measuring the response spectrum of a Pulley mode detector placed in the 

immersion dewar of Ftg C. l . The klyst ron was frequency lnpled so that the 

radiation absorbed by the detector was at 300 GHz With the detctor at 4.2K. the 

bandwidth was found to increase from about 1 MHz to 2 MHz with an incr ease in 

magnetic field from 0 to 10 KG . In fact, 300 GHz radtation is probably absorbed 

more efficiently by the free electron processes than by either the lCR or CCR 

transillons Nevertheless. the mcrease in bandwidth observed should reflect an 

increase in the ICR bandwidth because both the fre e electron and ICR relaxation 

limes are limited by mleract10n between N=O electrons and acoustical phonons 

Because of the lack of a modulatable source at hlgher frequencies . no e>.."})eri

m ents were conducted to measure direclly the response times of the CCR and 

JCR transition ln fact, the CCR reponse time has never been measured dtrectly 

Gornik et al [ 1978] deduced il from a saturat10n measurement . 

4 .6 Putley Mode Heterodyne Detection 

Like any other liquid helmm cooled mixer for the submlllimeter reg10n, the 

Pulley mode detector had to be mounted on the cold finger of a dewar. An 

immersion cryostat hke that used in Sec 4- 1 is generally unsatisfactory because 

of radtal!on losses down the long length of llght pipe or waveguide . lrutially. l 

thought thal a superconducting magnet could be mounted on lhe cold plate of a 

standard liquid helium dewar. However, a brief amount of consultation with 

other people in the cryogenic fleld revealed that cold plate mounted magnets 

could nol be made Lo del!ver fields greater than ~1 KG The problem 1s that the 

heat leak through the necessary current leads cause the magnet Lo go normal 
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Therefore, a dewar "'as des1gnt'd wilh the solen01d placed m the balh Th1s par· 

tlcular dewar is di scussed m Sec 4.6 3 ln a parallel effort, an existing dewar was 

configured to operate the Pulley mode mixer in permanent magnets. This effort 

is discussed in Sec. 4.6.2. 

lnSb 
filament 

OFHC 
copper 
flange 

F1gure 4.8: Pulley mode mixer mountmg structure. Also shown is the 
pattern for the fundamental TE11 mode of circular waveguide . The 
electric field lines are contmuous. 
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4 .6. l Mixe r Mounting Structure 

Shown in Ftg . 4.8 the P ulley mode m1xer mounting structure. The mixer is 

a filament of n-JnSb mounted across a 0.028 inch diameter circular waveguide . 

This configuration h as t he virtue of combining high detector r esponsivity with 

good power coupling efficiency. lt is the same configuration that was us ed for 

the hot electron bolometer mixer discussed in Sec. 3.4. The respons ivity is high 

because the filame nt geometry yields low carrier concentration or, 

equivalently , high detector resistance . The power coupling effiCiency is good 

because the fil ament occupies a region of the waveguide where the electric field 

of the fundamental TE 1 1 mode is most concentrated This is evident from the 

field pattern of the TE11 mode which is shown in the bottom part of Fig. 4.8. The 

detector itself is approximately 0.006 inch (O.Ol5 em) thick and has the usual 

low-resistance contacts made of sulfur-doped indium. This t hickness is fairly 

close t o the inverse absorption length measured in very similar material by 

Murotani and Nisida [1973]. l /o:~O.Ol em 

4 .6 .2Voigt Configuration Exper iments: Laser Heterodyne Results 

Shown in Fig. 4.9 is the schematic d iagram of the receiver front-end. 

The magnetic field is applied perpendicular to both the filament and to the 

waveguide axis. 1n this (Voigt) configuration, photons are absorbed t hat have 

polarization linear to the filament. The m agnet is made of a rare-earth cobalt 

all oy and generat es an induction of about 3.0 KG at the posillon of the mixer. 

This value was determined by r eplacing the mixe r block with a calibrated lnAs 

Hall probe operated at room temperature. Radiation is coupled into the 

waveguid e with a conical feedhorn. Experience with this coupling technique has 

shown that with linearly polarized, near-Gaussian local oscillator il luminatiOn, 

only the TE 11 m ode of the circular waveguid e is significantly excited. This is 
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expt'clt>d sinct> lhc hlghcr order TE mode>s of the c1rculo.r wo.vC'gu1de have very 

comp!C'x electric fie>ld patterns wh1ch. in some cases, have sinks in the central 

region. For the specific d im ensions of the structure in Fig . 4.8, the cutoff fre

quency of t he TE 11 mode is about 247 GHz. 

Shown m Ftg 4. 10 are the l-V characteristics of the lnSb m ixer w1th and 

without magnetic field and at temperatures of ?.2 and 1.6K. Notice that at 4 .2K, 

the detector resistance is enhanced greatly by the magnetic field . This is typi

cal for the transver se bias geometry used here. When the bath temperature is 

r educed at a fixed magnetic field, the 1-V curve again becomes hlghly non-ohmic . 

In contrast to the situation at 1.6K in zero-magnetic field, the sample now 

displays two regions of negative dynamic resistance . The second r egion is a pre

cursor to 1mpact ionization breakdown: a phenomenon which occurs because of 

magnetic field induced freeze-out of the electrons onto donor sites. Surpris

mgly, the noise of the detector dtd not increase very much when the b1as was se t 

at the point of negative dynamic reistance . 

Sho..,.,n in Fig. 4-.11 is the set-up used to characterize the cyclotron reso

nance receiver at 8:.2 GHz. The LO power at this frequency was obtained from a 

methanol waveguide laser pumped by the 9P16 line of a RF excited C02 

wa\'egwde laser . Coupling into the receiver was accomplished with a 0.001 mch 

mylar sheet which is about 10% reflecting for the TE polarizat.ion. The receiver 

noise temperature was obtained by mixing alternatively "With ambient and llquid 

nitrogen cooled Eccosorb loads. These are known Lo have close to unity enns

sivity in the far-infrared wavelength region. 

Shown in Table 4 .2 is the r eceiver performance obtained at 812 GHz and 

1.6K bath temperature. Also shown are the best performances obtained by tills 

Pulley mode configuratiOn at 492 and 625 GHz. The LO power at these frequen

cies was obtained from frequency-multiplied klystrons in a separate experiment 
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F1gurc 4 9 Block dtagram of h e te r odyne r ece1ver front-end w1th the 
mtxer ori e nte d m the Y01gt configuration. 
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Figure 4.10 . 1-V characteristics of JnSb mixer with and ·without mag· 
n etic field applied and at bath temperatures of 4.2 and 1.6K 
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FAR-INFRARED HETERODYNE EXPERIMENT 

FAR-INFRARED 
MOLECULAR 
LASER 
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Hot and Cold Loads 

CdS )./4 
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Output 
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RF-EXCITED 
C0 2 LASER 

Figure 4.11 : Schematic diagram of laser heterodyne experiment . 
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Table 4.2 

Performance of PuUey Mode Receiver 

in Voigt Contlguration 

v(GHz) T5JIS (K) TQLIT-vs 

492 250 0.048 

625 350 0.043 

8 12 5 10 0.038 

Shown in F1g. 4.12 is the l-V curve plotted wilh and without the 8:2 GHz LO power 

that yielde d the minimum system tempe rature. Notice that the LO power 

reduces the mixe r r esistance and causes the r egion of negal!ve dynamic resis

t ance due to freeze-out to disappear completely. 

Ope ration with the lase r 10 also afforded an estimation of the IF bandwidth 

of the Pulley mode detector . To determine the bandwidth, we measured the 

spot noise t emp erature as a function of intermediate frequency u sing the spec

trum analyzer sh own schematically in Fig . 3.3. The value of Tsys was found to 

inc r ease by a b out a factor of 2 between 100 KHz and 0.75 1:Hz. Although th1s is 

t hought to r e present some improvement over the bandwidth m zero magneti c 

field at the same temperature , 1t 1s certainly not what we had hoped from Eqn . 

4.4. The r eason cannot b e Loo lillie local oscillator power. con se rvative esll

m ales 1mply that the detector was absorbmg at leasl 100 nW. 1·:ore ltkely, in the 

above experiment we were sE:eing dominant JCR ral.her lhan CCR absorption or, 
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1.6K,3 KG,NOLO 

1.6K ,3 KG 
OPTIMUM LO, 812 GHz 

4 .8 

I(I-'-A) 

6.4 8 .0 9 .6 

F1gure 4.12: I-V curve of Voigt configuration mixer a t 1. 6K bath tem
p erature, v.ith and wi thout the optimum 13 12 GHz 10 power applied. 

perhaps. the expression does not apply to small magnetic fields (1t was derived 

from data taken in fields be tween 10 and 14 KG) . Of course, it is possible that 

Eqn 4.2 is wrong, considering that it was deduced from saturation rather than 

dlrect measurements. Regardless of Lhe problem, it will b e very mleresti.ng to 

r epeat the heterodyne measurements with a modulatable laser sideband gene ra-

t or so that the system noise t emperatur e and bandwidth can b e obtained in the 

same experiment. 
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.II . 6 . 3 Fn.rado.y Configuration Receiver 

Shown in F1g 4 13 IS a schematic d1agram of the cryos tat used lo conduct 

Pulley Mode heterodyne experiments in the Faraday configuration. The mag

netic field is generated by a solenoid situated in the hquid helium bath The 

cryostat has an indented cold plate tha t allows the detector t o be mounte-d 

exactly in lhe center bore of the solenoid Also shown in F1g . 4 .1 3 is the r ece1ver 

front-end . The lnSb mixe r is mounted across a 0 .020 inch diameter circular 

waveguide Smce the axis of the waveguide is normal lo B. lhe nuxer is m Lhe 

Faraday configuratiOn. The incorrung rad1ation is coupled into the mixer w1Lh a 

conical feedhorn The coupling can be optimi:zed for any operating frequency 

with the adjustable b ackshorl. The backshort is controlled with a novel cryo

genic mechanism that was necessary because of t he r emote location of the 

mixer assembly. The near-infrared r ad1at10n is attenuated "'ith a black 

polyethylene I quartz filter mounted on the liquid n1trogen cooled shleld 

A prelimmary t est of this Pulley-mode r eceiver was conducted at 625 GHz. 

Usmg a frequency multtplied klystron. a double -sideband system no1se tempera

lure of -2000K was oblamed at 4- 2K and 4 KG . This r esult ts considered prelim

inary since the local oscillator power was less than optimum. 1:uch better 

r esults should be achie\'able u sing the laser 10 However. tills lest d1d afford an 

opportunity to demonstrate that the rruxer response is greatly enhanced b y 

cyclotron resonance absorplion To do tills, a plot was made of the ctirect detec

tion response to 62o GHz LO p ower versus magneL!c field. This plot, sho\'.n 1n fig. 

4.14. d tsplays two maxima. The maxtmum allhe lowest value of magnetiC mduc

llon is due to the ICR transitiOns. whil e the one at the higher inducllon is due to 

the CCR transition Th1s demonstrates that the magnettc field may have even 

m ore et'rect on these thln. wavegUide mounted mixers than 1L had on the Ltucker 

dtrecl detectors of Sec. 4.1. 
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F1gure 4.1 3: Sc hemati c d iagram of Pulley mode h e t e rodyne recei\·er 
w1Lh Lhe lnSb mixer m Lhe Fara d ay configurallon. 
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F1gure 4 .14. Response of JnSb rmxer at 4 2K and in the Faraday 
contigura Uon to 625 GHz local oscillator power. 

4 .6.4 The Future of the Pulley Mode Mixe r 

The above results clearly demonstrate that the cyclotron r esonance pho-

t oresponse in JnSb can be used as the basis for a very sensitl\:e heterodyne 

r ecel\'er m the subm1lhmeter wavelength region bet\\ een 370 Jl.ffi and 600 Jl.ffi . 

Judgmg from the excellent p erformance, It seems safe lo say lhat this rece1ver 

should be e>..i.remely u se ful m the ncar future for tasks reqwrmg high sensltl\"lly 

bul only modest IF bandwidth Certainly an Id e al application of lhls rece1ver IS 

the idenlJfkal!on of the fundamental rotation lines of the dJalomJc hydnde s m 

dark-cloud regions of the mterstellar medJ WTl 
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Judglng from lhc dtr(>cl dC'l ccllon rPsull s of Sec. 4 1. the excellent perfor

mance oblruned above m lhc V01gl conflgural10n should be atlamable up to fre

quencies of al least 1200 GHz. There fore , the next experiment that should b e 

conducted is a laser heterodyne lest near this frequency. It so happens lhal 

there are several strong far-infrared laser hnes in lh1 s region Certainly a good 

cand1date is the 237 J.-l.m line of diftuoromelhane . W1th careful desig n , il should 

be possible t o gel m agn etic field s on the mixer near the saturation value of the 

rare earth cobalt material. "'8.5 KG . This corresponds lo a CCR frequency of 

about 1700 GHz 

Once the maximum field attainable with the permanent magnets is de ter

mined , the Faraday configuration rece1ver can be incorporated to test the Pul

ley mode mixer at higher fields The solenoid shown in F1g . 4 12 can yield a max

imum field of 20 KG Th1s corresponds l o a CCR waveleng th of 75 J.-l.m Suff1ce 1l 

to say that there is a lot of interesting work to be d one on the Pulley mode 

mixer The pioneering demonstration presented here is only the beginning 
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Appendix A:. Obtaining Jmpurily Concentrations from Ho.JI Dala 

Al Theory 

The simplest way to find the impurity concent ratiOns in semiconductor 

s amples ts by slatisl!cal analys1s of Hall data . The b as1c procedure 1s to meas

ure the carrier concentration as a funcl1on of temperature and t o fit these data 

with an equation that relates all of the relevant concentrations in thermal equih

briwn The re are several cond1t1ons that greatly facilitate this procedure The 

t emperature m the Hall expe riment should be low enough that the sample is 

extrinsiC, 1 e . . the vast majority of carriers is contributed by the impurity levels 

r ather than bands. ln addition. the impurities should be isolated (i.e .. no over

lap of adJacent impurity wavefunc ti ons) and shallow (1 e .. iomzation energy much 

less than the band gap) . and the unpur1ty state structure and degeneracy 

should b e knov.n a priori The bmding energies remam as unknowns to b e found 

in the analysis . 

As an example of the procedure. consider ann-type sample containing shal

low impurities and cooled to low enough temperatures to be eJ..i.nns1c Under 

t hese conditions. one can assume that all of the acceptors are ionized and that 

the following equation appltes lo lhe distribution of electrons amongst available 

stales. 

(A 1) 

where Ka and l\'0 arc the lola! d onor and acceptor concentrations. r especlively. 

Ilc is lhe concenlralion of electrons in the conduction band. ~ is the concentra

ti on of electrons bound lo d onors and !:::.N is the excess donor concentration. By 

assur.1ing that the donor le\·els are only singly occupied and thctt the degeneracy 

is two for spm. il can b e sho\\n :Ashcroft and Me rmin 1976]. 
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~ = 1+ 1/ [p, ~exp ( -~(E~ -J.L))] (A 2) 

( 

where E, is the bmdmg energy of the ith slate. J.L is the chemical potential. 

P= 1/kT and Pi is the degeneracy of the i"' level. A great simpllftcat10n of thi s 

expression occurs when the ground stale lies well below all excited slates. as is 

true in hydrogenic impurities . One can lhen re-write Eqn . A.2 as. 

~ = 1 +* exp [~(E 1-J.L)] 
(A.3) 

where E 1 IS lhe ground-stale energy. The final relalion we need IS one for the 

conduction-band electron concentration Asswning sufficiently low doping con-

centrat10n and /or temperature that the conduction electrons are descnbed 

adequately b y c lassical statistics [Ashcroft and V.ermin 1976]. 

(A 4-) 

whe r e ~c =2(2rrm •kT)3/ 2 / h3. Combmmg Eqns A :.A 3 and A 4 and el1minatm.g J.L, 

one obtains 

(A 5) 

This is the transcendental equatiOn that lS used to find Nd once b.N and nc (T) 

are de te rmme d by Hall analysis at different temperatures. 

Unfortunately. none of Lhe lnSb samples slud ted in this Lhes1s \\ ere dtrcclly 

amenable lo Lhe above procedure because the donors were not Isolated This 

was evident m the near independence of the Hall constant with temperature 

dow n Lo 4 2K. As dt~cusscd in Sec 2.3 lhe donor wavefunclion overlap responsi-

b le for th1s behaviOr IS gr eally r educed m the presence of quanl!zmg magnetic 

fields . lf we apply a field la rge enough lo induce complete donor IsolatiOn. lhen 
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e. slmpk tmpunly analysis is again possible . Howeve r , the magneto-band struc

ture of F'tg 21 md1cales that the (0,0,0,•) ground stale does n ot lie wel l below 

ell of the excited stales associated with the N=o• Landau level. Furthermore, 

this stale is now non-degenerate due to spin sphllmg Therefore , an accurate 

analysis should includ e more than one level In lhe sum of Eqn A 2, but can 

assume Pt =1 provided that g•,uB>>kT. ln add1lion. the analys1s must apply the 

Landau effective density of states [Pulley 1966], N8 =..J2rrm
1
kTeB/(h 2c) , 

instead of Nc m Eqn A.4 . Tlus expresston for NB assumes that 'hc.>c >>kT 

(extreme quantum limit) and g • ,uB>>kT so that only the N=O+ Landau sub-band 

is appreciably occupied W1Lh all of these changes and the assumption of classi-

cal stal!sltcs in the N=O Landau level, one can write the high magnetic field ana-

log of Eqn A 5, 

NB 
(A.6) exp (- E, I k T) 

Fmding ;\d now requ1res solving coupled transcendental equat10ns , one for each 

impu ril) level mcluded in the sum. 

ln the past. most workers have apphed Eqn. A 6 ·w1Lh only the ground stale 

considered For example. Pulley made lhls approximatiOn and jusllfied il by 

showing that the r esulting tmpurity concentration, Nd + Na was close to that 

found by an analysts of the 20K expenmenlal conducltV1ty u smg the Brooks-

Herring formula lnlially 1 a dopted the same apprcximat10n but found that 1t 

yielded tmpurily concenlraltons much dtfTercnt than those found wilh the -20K 

conductl\-,ly analys1s n us was part1cularl) true for our coveted 4-002 matenal 

Therefor~: 1 mtroduced an approx1mat1on Lhal included the first excited stale 

(VIz . (o. :: .0 - )) bul assumed it, for simplicity. to be equal m energy to the ground 

stale Tr.Js leads to. 
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(A 7) 

Thts expresston gave much better agreement wtlh lhc conducltvtty results llt s 

also a much more r easonable approximalton than Pulley's considering the close 

proximity or the (0,0,0,+) and (0.1,0,+) levels . 

alloyed side contacts 

l ~.024" 
.ofsn-~=====~======;z'7-1 7 

r .._L--.215·-· ~ end contacts 

Figure A 1: InSb Hall sample 

A21lall Experiment 

The cryogenic setup u sed for the Hall experiment is that shown m f1g . C. l. 

Spectal Hall b ars we r e made for the 4002. 4177 and ~190 m ate rial s The 

geometr y of these samples is shown in F'tg . A.l. Current was applied through the 

large end contacts and lhe Hall voltage, VH was measured at the much smaller 

stdE- con:.acts The r ela.ttonshtp between the parameters 1s ; Pulley 1960), 

(A B) 
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where B ts the magrutude of the magnellc field and h is the thickness of the bar 

along B For crystalltne materials m which the lhe Fermi surface is closed and 

1n which the carriers conlributmg to electrical current occupy only one band, 

the Hall coefftcient RH . is simply related to the carrier concentration, nc , 

through the well-known relation [Ashcroft and YC'rmm 1976]. 

(A .9) 

where 7 is a parameter that depends on the scattenng mechanism, the mag-

netic field strength and the electron stattslics. For example, non-degenerate 

statistics and magnetic fields satisfying c..>c T<<1 (Tis the momentum relaxal!on 

time) lead to 7=S1T/ 8 for acoustical electron scattering and 7=3151T/ 512 for ion-

ized irnpunty scattenng [Pulley 1960] For magnetic fields sat1sfymg c..>c T> 1 but 

hc..>c <kT, the parameter 7 goes t o umty. mdependent of scattering and stat1sttcs 

The first quantity obtamed from the Hall measurements was the excess 

donor concentration, 6N. The Hall measurements were made at about 60K and 

in magnetic fields of about 2 KG Under these condilions, 7::::: .0, but h:.>c <<k T. 

Therefore. we can wnte 6N=nc=li(RHec) . The r esults for the three InSb 

materials are given in Table 2 .1. 

Knowmg 6N, Eqn A. 7 was solved using the results of Hall measurements 

made under magnet1c freeze-out cond1l!ons. For example, the 4002 Hall sample 

was subjected to temperatures of T= 4.6K and T=3.2K and to a field of 4 KG For 

any combinatiOn of these conditions, 7:::: 1. 0. The resulttng values of nc were then 

substituted into Eqn A 8 and the later was plotted agamst bindmg energy 

(recall that the binding energy does not vary with temperature) . The graphical 

solution 1s demonstrated m Ftg A.2. Also shown m F1g. A.2 1s the result of the 

same procedure for B=3 KG. Nottce that the bmding energy changes bul that 

the solutton for Na ts practically the same a s obtained for B=.; KG The 
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corrcspondmg solutions for lhc 4 l 77 and '1 J 90 malcnals arc g1vcn in Table 2 1 
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Ftgure A.2· Graphical solulion of lhe donor concentration and bmdmg 
energy for lhe 4-002 Hall sample m two different magnetic fields . 
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Appcnd.Lx B: Dynamic Rcsislnncc Mcasurcmcol Technique 

On m any occasions m Lh1s Lhcs1s work, 1l wos necessary lo measure lhc 

dynamic resis tance , Z =dVI dl, at a parl!cular b ias point (1 0 , V0 ) . The technique 

descr ibe d he r e is ve ry u seful for obtaining Z for highly non-ohmic samples Uke 

the liqwd he hum cooled lnSb, SJS junclJons e t c. The technique mvolves applymg 

the r eq w!"'ed DC t erm, ]0 , pl us a m uch small er s inusoid probe. i sin c.> t , both from 

a very hlgh impedance source. Under these conditions, the voltage across the 

sample is. 

(B.l) 

Now sin2 c.>t = }2- }2cos 2c.>t Therefore, assuming that i is sutriciently small. dV /dl 

can be deter mined qwle accurately by measunng the voltage component that is 

m-phase with the probe current This 1s accomplished wilh t he setup shown 

sch emaltcally in Ftg B 1. The bandpass filler shown musl be centered at c.> and 

m ust ha\e Q>>l lo filler out all hlgher harmomcs This follows from lhe fact 

that the lock-in ampltfier mulliphes the inpul wilh a synchronous square-wave 

The measurement is cahbraled by r eplacing the sample w1th a 1% tolerance 

r esistor of res1stance comparable to dV /d). 
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Appendix C: Fourier Transform Spcclromctcr 

All of the absorption and response spectra presented in th1s thesis were 

oblamed with the Fourier transform spectrometer set-up shown in F'lg . C. la and 

C. l b . The spectrometer consists of a RJJC 720 Michelson interferometer, a hght 

pipe and condensmg cone assembly lo couple the radiallon down inlo a hquid 

hehum immersion cryostat, signal processing electrorucs, a minicomputer, and 

a video terminal with graphics capability. The interferometer is a symmetnc 

design (both arms opt1cally eqwvalent) w1th contmuous mirror scan, off-axis col-

limatu1g rrurror for the source and stretched mylar beamsphller. lt 1s discussed 

in more de tat! by Bell [ 1972). 

FS ·12' 
Golo, CllteCior Ll9"' ptpe 

Fu1e<l "",..or 
IIICijU510ble r-- FS ·122 -----------t---FS-724 -e.l.•l-• - FS· 72t ----1 

F'1g C. la: The RllC FS-720 M1chelson inte rferometer, after Bell [1 972). 
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Detectors are mountC'd across lhc c·x1t aperture of a gold-plated copper 

cond cnsi11fi cone • They nrc siluutcd m lhc center of a supcrconducling 

solenoid that generales a uniform magnetic fteld parallel to the axis of the cone . 

The cone is coupled to the interferometer wtlh a hghl pipe mad e of lhm-walled 

stainless steel to mimm17e heal flow The ent1re assembly is isolated from the 

liquid helium bath by a coaxial, hermetic stainless steel tube . Before insertion 

into the dewa r , thi s tube is evacuated and then back-filled with helmrn exchange 

gas that cools the detector and lhe cone After a lillie practice, J determined an 

amount of gas (-100 nun Hg) that cooled the detector s very close to lhe bath 

temperature but caused lillie extra boil-off of the liquid helium 

Because of the slow scan speeds of the RllC 720 and the low maxtmum 

wavenumbers of mterest, the mterferogram signal spectrum determined by the 

mtrror modulallon ts b elow 5Hz Smce the 1 I f n01se from the detectors and : / f 

noise from the pre amp are both large in this range, it was decided to chop 

between two dtffe rent sources at a much higher frequency and later down

convert the signal after much amphftcatton. The tv. o sources were extended 

Eccosorb sheets, one at ambient temperature and the othe r cooled by ltqutd 

rutrogen mside a p olyethylene wash bottle placed at the focus of the collimatmg 

rrurror. 

After demodulation of the chopped signal usmg a lock-in amplifier, the 

lnterfer ogram spectrum is processed by a 6-pole low-pass Butterworth filter w1th 

cutoff some,, hal belo\\ the l'\yqwsl ft cquency (: /2 x chopping fr equeucy). The 

post-filtered signal is digiltzed m r eal Ltme at pomts d etermmed by the fnnges 

of a Motre gratmg that ndes \vith the travehng mtrror At the end of each scan, 

the sampled interferograms are numerically processed by the mmicompuler 

• me..-,J.fec·.J-ed n:.ce1y by Ge.:r.:r.e-~ Co:-p. o! Torra..TJC'e, ce.: :~ 
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Thts proc-cssmg mcludC's DC' suhtruclton. rc nrrangemC'n t . fast fourier transfor

mation. and phase correctiOn for asymmetric samplmg about zero path 

difference The resultm.g cosine transform is the detector response spectra 

multiplied by the electronic gain Successive spectra are co-added to enhance 

the stgnal to noise ratt o 

This spectrometer is designed for low resolutton material and detector stu

dies. The exi.ended sources are made large enough to over-illummate the con

densing cone acceptance patte rn. This causes the radiation at the e>Ot aperture 

to be Lamberilian over the whole hemisphere . The energy throughput, AO, is 

thus maxtmurn w1thm the hrnits 1mposed by the cone. This IS not true m grating 

spectrometers and would not be true in this instrument If the source was the 

standard high pressure mercury d1scharge lamp because the s1ze of the FIR 

em1ttmg reg10n m these lamps IS relatively small . Therefore, a g1ven detector 

will generate a larger stgnal m thts mstrument than m the others . For detectors 

that are not background radiation noise limited. this means t he sJgnal-lo-nolse 

ratio w11l be be tter and fewer spectra w1ll have to be added lo achte\'e a parltcu

lar accuracy. 

The penally for max:imizm.g the throughput is a reduction in the ultimate 

r esolution Spectftcally, lhe measured spectrum becomes lhe convolullon of the 

true spectrum with both a sine function due lo lhe finite tra\'el of the mirror and 

a rectangle funcllon due lo lhe extended source [Bell 1972] The Width of lhls 

rectangle LS proportional lo the solid angle subtended al Lhe collLmatol- by the 

effecttve area of the source . 1 measured th1s angle m the geometncal opt1cs 

llmil usmg a visible source al the bottom of the cone and back-projecting the 

tight through all the interferometer opttcs Knowing this mformat10n, 1 always 

conducted the expcnments so thatlhe resolution was ltm.ited by the ftmle lra\e l 

of the m1rror. Of course, in the far-infrared (e g ., a < 20 cm- 1) Lhc antenna 
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SJPERCONDUCT lNG 
MAGNET 

TO VAX 11/780 

IH 
CONTAOC. 

*'VA 
MINICOMPUTER 

F1gure C.l b : Block d1ag ram of !Jqmd helium c r yostat and signal pro
c essmg electr onics of the Four1er transform spectrometer des1gned 
b y the author. 
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p nllC'rn of lhC' cone will develop diffracLJOn sidelobE's and lhe churaclerizalion of 

the spectrometer would be much more complicalcd lWoody ;97b]. 
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Appendix 1>: Ultra-low Noise Preamp for the Pulley-mode Detec tor 

D.l Introduction 

We h ave seen that the p roperly designed Pu lley mode detec t or can have a 

dynamic resistance of about 1 KO and a bandw1dth of 5 W.Hz or more Thc:se 

characteristics make it particularly diff1cul t t o design a preamplifier t hat causes 

neghg1ble degradat1on of the detector signal to noise r at1o over the enllre detec

t or bandwidth This appendix presents a relatively s1mple room-temperature 

preamp d esign that sats1ftes both the low-noise and wideband requirements 

Low-noise preamplificat1on of lugh tmpedance detectors ts usually accom

plished w1th fie ld effect t r ansistor s. Silicon JFETs are preferential for frequen

cies below about 10 }.:Hz because they display much Jess 1 If n01se in this reg10n 

than the alternalive devices S1 J.:OSF'BTs or GaA.s ti.ESF'ETs The desirable 

feature of FETs, m general. is the low equivalent-input rms current noise, ln, 

compared to bipolar devices [1-:otchenbacher and f1tchen 1973] This leads to a 

phenomenally small no1se factor when the source dynamic resistance saltsftes, 

Rs "'Rapt =En /ln, where En is lhe equivalent-input rms noise voltage . For JF'ETs 

with relalively smaU L,., typical values of Rapt are between :00 K0. and : ~:0. 

When the source impedance IS below thls range , one can still gel close to 

optimum noise factor by connecting many FETs in parallel. This tecb..nique is 

used m the present de s1gn 

]n addition to the n01se factor, the other Important cons1derat10n m cou

pling cryogeruc sources to JPETs 1s the total input capac1tance, Ct ldeally lhls 

c apacitance should be small enough that the frequency response is !muted by 

t he deleclor bandw1dlh. not by the Rs C\ l1me constant. W1lh lh1s m mind , one 

usually designs for a gale-dr am b1as voltage somewhat below lhe "breakpomt" 

value [S1hcorux Al'\74-4 app note]. The breakpoml voltage 1s d comprorruse, 
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above wh1ch the gale leu.kugc>-currenl shot no1 s c mcrcascs signiftcanlly and 

below which the gale-drain capacitance. Cgd. increases roughly as Vg-j! · Simi

larly, the gale-source voltage (V8 s) is usuaUy set so t hat the drain current is 

slightly greater than 0.1 x 1Dss· Well above this value of d rain current, the gale

source capacitance, Cgs, rises sharply and the device b egins lo degrade due to 

overheating effects. Well below this value, t he transconductance is relatively 

small and the noise factor is much greater than the optimum. 

Wtlh these bias cond1t1ons, the gale-source capacitance is typically much 

greater than the gale-drain capacitance. Despite this fact, most low noise 

preamp designs configure the JF'ETs in the common source configuration. One 

successful design, the "mismatched pair" [Robinson 1974) , has a second stage 

common emiller with negative feedback to decreas8 the load resistance of the 

FET. thereby decreasing the gain and the concomitant Miller effect Another 

well-known design. the "cascode" [ibid), uses a common base or gate as the 

second stage to. again, reduce the Miller effect at the FET. Both designs present 

the full value of Cgs a.l'ld at least one unit of Cgct to the input. 

D.2 Preamp Design 

Thls section presents the design that has much less inpul capacitance lhan 

mismatched pair or cascode ampltflers of comparable notse. The trick is to use 

the input JFET m the common drain (source follower) conflgw·atton and use a 

superior quality b1polar transistor for the second stage. W1lh the bipolar con

nected common emitter and with as large as possible source bias impedance, il 

is not hard to achie\'e close to uruty voltage gain v11th the FET and thereby 

bootstrap out most of C95 . The only difi1culty is in finding a bipolar that has a 

very low noise figure when coupled to the small oulpul d) namic resistance of the 

follower, Z~l/gm. where gm is lhe FET transconductance . 
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+12 +12 

-12 

N ateges 

FtgurE D 1 Schemaltc dtagram of room temperature, ultra-l ow not se, 
htgh-tmpedance preamp for the Pulley-mode detector 

R., 

The schematic dtagram of the ctrcuit design IS shown m Fig . D : ll cons1sts 

of ' parallel FET·b1polar pa1r stages where l\ IS chosen to make the notse factor 

su1tably small. Kote that T2 has a small degree of emitter degeneratwn This 

enhances the band'' 1dth and also 1m proves the performance of the FET source 

follower. The s1gnal currents from the K paralle l stages are summed at the 

emitter of a common-base th1rd stage and t he output voltage 1s generated 

acrose: the load re~istor. R8 l'\egleclmg lhc no1se from bias resistors and s tage>s 

after T2 • the theorett cal mpul rms noi se generators at midband frequencies are 

found to b e [}.'ol chcnbacher and Fttchen 1973], 

(D :) 

(D 2) 
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(D.3) 

where k 1s Boltzmann's constant. Tis the trans1stor ope r a tmg temperature. E1 1s 

the FET rms noise voltage, lg 1s the FET gate leakag e current, and Rb , lc and (3 

are the bipolar transistor base parasitic resistance. collector current and DC 

current gam, r espectively . ln deriving Eqn D.l it has been assumed that the vol-

tage gain of the first stage is unity . The firs t t erm of Eqn. D.l r epresents the FET 

channel thermal n oise, and can be approximated by the well-knoYin expressiOn 

Ef::::12/3( 4k T I 9m ) [van der Z1el 1962). The last tw o terms represent the base-

emitter junction shot noise and the base-collector junction shot no1se respec-

llvely It 1s simple to show that the contnbutton of these two t erms is mirumized 

for a collector current Ic =kTgm,s*le . The r esulting eqwvalent input n01se vol-

t age is 

(D.4) 

Thts expressiOn shows clearly that 1f Rb +R5<<l lgm and (3>> 1, then the t otal 

no1se 1s degraded htlle by the second stage 

D.3 Preamp Performance 

An eight stage version of t his circuit was constructed using the S!IJComx 

J309 for the first stage. Under the given operatmg conditions. lh.Js de\ice has 

the followmg cbaractenslics: gm~.0~4 mho, C9dR:2.5 pF, C9sR:6 pF, E1R: l.1 nY / Hzl; 

and ] 1 ~1.0 fA / Hz*. The second stage bipolar transis tor is a Rohrn 2SD786 wtuch 

has the foll owing charac teristiCS: Rb R:4 n. (3~200 and f rR:6Q Jv:Hz at lc =5 rnA The 

other circuit elements are as foll ows T3 1s a 2SB737, RJ=750 0. R2=1.3 KO. R3= 1 2 

KO. R1 =2 4 KO. R5=1 5 0. R6 =1.2 KO. R7=7;.,0 fl. Ra=150 0 , C1=C3=1 J.J.F. C2=C4= 01 

J.J.F (C2 1s preferably a chip capacttor). C::,=O l J-LF. Ce=: J.J.F , L=33 mH The overall 
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a.mpllftcr perform ance IS r:Tt~ '12 nV / Jlz*. ln~2 B fA /Hz*. c,~ 28 pF'. This voltage 

noise is onJy about l 0% h1ghr>r than that expected from the F'ETs alone . When 

operating into a reasonably high input impedance (~1 KO) Video amp, the mid

band voltage gain of thi s preamp is 46 . The lower 3 dB rolloff frequen cy is 100 

KHz For source impedances~ 400 0, the upper 3 dB rolloff frequ ency is 15 V.Jl; 

Thi s r olloff 1s caused by the rather large emitter diffusion capacitance of the 

2SD7B6s 

Thls design can be easily adapted to suit other dtfftcult preamp applica

tions One adaptation would be a one-stage vers10n for very high-impedance 

cryogenic sources hke liquid helium cooled germanium. lf t he detector were 

coupled to such a preamp with triax cable, the cable capacitance could then be 

bootstrapped out by connecting the center shield to the source lead of T1. This 

design is poten ll ally a lot simpler than a liquid helium cooled FET preamp How

ever, one would probably ·want to use both an FET with a much larger room

t emperature gm !Cgd. ratio than the J309 and a second stage with a higher fr 

than the 2SD785. 
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